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Gilligan awaiting energy decision
By Janet Romaker
News Editor
Sporting a red. white and blue Ohio
Hag pin in his lapel Oov Gilligan
assured the University community
Friday that Ohio is in relatively good
shape' lor the energy crisis
The governor moderated a panel and
answered questions Irom the audience
Topics included education, voter
registration, the grape and lettuce
boycott, the welfare program, daylight
savings time, the state s withholding ol
1227.000 to the University, the energy
crisis and the Kent State trial
The discussion session, held in the
WBGU-TV studio and taped and
telecast live, was attended by about 100
persons
BILL ARNOLD, senior lAASl and
Student
Body Organization
iSBOl
president. Steve Brash, assistant news
director at WBGU-TV; Bill Fruth.
graduate student. Joan Gestl scnioi
• B A AiSi and editor of the News
and Denny Grady. junior lAitS) and
SBO
coordinator
ol
state
and
community allairs
served on the
panel
Gov Gilligan said his administration
i- Miii waiting lor some signal from
Washington in terms ol what role the
state is expected to play in dealing with
the energy crisis
liter more than a year. Nixon's
administration has yet proposed no
nationwide program
'They've issued
in the last couple ol months, two sets ni
emergency
legislation
lor
luel

Weather
Mostly
cloudy,
windy
and
warmer today. High today 45 to 48.
Tonight considerable cloudiness
with a chance of a brief period of
light rain or snow. Low tonight In
the upper IH to lower 30i
Tomorrow partly cloudy, high
mostly in the 40s. Probability of
precipitation 20 per cent today and
30 per cent tonight.

allocations and within five days after
their
issuance,
withdrew
them
Gilligan said
We are waiting for the third set
now. "headded
HE SAID he has gauged the problem
as it exists in Ohio
Just this week I
presented to the legislative leadership
some ol the statistical information we
have compiled We think we have an
informational base in the slate of Ohio
about our energy-its demand, its uses,
the sources we have for energy.'' he
explained
We think we have an informational
base superior to any state in the nation
and we have now prepared some
legislation which will be sent to the
general assembly next week lor their
consideration and approval." he said
So we think we re on top ol the
situation and ready to nune with it "
The governor said that with a
program using common sense hardheaded Conservation ol energy sources
and supplies, we can get through this
thing very nicel) There are a lot ol
stall's that cannot A lot ol states arc in
desperate
(rouble,
but
were
in
relatively good shape
Responding to a question Irom the
audience the governor said education
in Ohm is a vast, complex situation
There
are 631
separate
school
districts and there is practically
something dillerent going on in each
one." he said

consolidation The governor said some
school districts are so small "they
cannot offer a full range of courses or
offer a proper college preparatory
program."
In instances like that, it is to the
benefit ol everybody that they go into a
larger unit where they can offer .i lull
educational program, he asserted
ASKED IF HE had any plans for
environmental programs in Ohio, the
governor said environmental education
is a matter lor the individual citizen
The environmental program, now
and in the luture. depends on the
citizen We must take advantage of
existing programs and education so the
younger persons have a real awareness
0I
what
the
values
are.
environmentally
and
economically
speaking
he said
Then they can shape their lives with
these values in mind
You cant
coordinate interest in ti:ii school
districts unless you start at the bottom
it cannot come Irom the lop." he said
Asked why Howling Green's 900 nonresident students were included in
calculations by the state in a decision
to withhold the release ol $227,000 in
adjusted enrollment subsidies to the

expenses at such and such a ic\ci then
their enrollment dropped oft They lose
lees from the students and subsidies
Irom the stale They have nowhere In
make il up They cant go around
tipping up faculty contracts at this
point.' heexplained
Gov Gilligan said those universities
were stuck in a deficit position and to
cushion their revenue decline, "the

I haven't any
replied
Thai is
01 Regents They
on enrollment 1
lormula works

Agnew disbarment suggested
ANNAPOLIS, Md lAPl A panel ol
Maryland judges >.ml yesterday that

former Vice President Spun T Agnew
is unfit to practice law and should be
disbarred because ol dcccillul anil
dishonest conduct
In
a
recommendation
to the
Maryland Court ol Appeals, the special
three-judge panel said Agnew
has
admitted his guilt to a crime involving
moral turpitude
The i ecomiiiendaiion resulted from
disciplinary proceedings brought by
the Marvland Bar Association allot

Agnew resigned the vice presidency
and pleaded no contest Ocl 10 to a
federal Income tax evasion charge
rtiere was no comment irom Vgncu
on the panel N decision
\li
Xgiicvv
will not ite making a statement at this
particular time
said Aim Breen a
receptionist in his Washington office
"His CONDUCT, charactei Ised a- II
must In' .IS UC, (-It I ill .01*1 .llsll 'in ''
strikes ai the heart nt the basii object
ol the legal profession
the judges

s.ud 111 ihcii decision

We
sec
no
extenuating
Circumstances
allowing
a
lesser
sanction
they said in calling lor
disbarment rathei than the suspension
Vgnew had soughi
In
our
opinion,
the
propel
administration of justice, the proper
respect Ol Ihc court lot itsell and a
propei regard im the integrity ol the
legal pint. -Mon i,impel a.- in conclude
thai the respondent ,s unril o i
.i- a niembei ol the bai ol tin'- slate
the repoi i said
The final decision on whcthci to'

Moore announces new budget set-up
University
President
Hollis
A
Moore Jr unveiled Friday a revised
budget planning structure that more
closely parallels our major educational
and auxiliary budgets and will at the
same time give more opportunity lor
in-depth
assessment
of
program
needs
Announced at the year's first Board
of Trustees meeting, the revised
system
creates
the
Advisory
Committee
on
the
University
Educational Budget as a replacement
lor the University Budget Council.
The Educational Budget committee
will review the recommendations of
two other committees the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations
and
the Advisory Committee on
Residence and Dining Hall Budgets
The General Fee Allocation committee will have the same facultystudent membership as the budget subcouncil it replaces and will be chaired
by Vice Provost for Student Affairs Dr
Richard Eakin
THE
EDUCATIONAL
Budget
committee
will
consist
of
the
membership of the Faculty-Student
Committee on Long Range Financial
Planning and will have Vice President
of Resource Planning Dr
Michael
Ferrari as chairman
The
Advisory
Committee
on
Residence and Dining Hall Budgets, a
new committee, will consist of student,
faculty and
residence hall staff
members and will be headed by Roy
Shafer. assistant to the vice president
of resource planning
Dr.
Moore,
in addressing
the
trustees,
said
the
new system
promises an even greater degree of
broad consultation with our faculty and
students in making the most effective
allocations of our total financial
resources."
He said the new structure is
a
natural evolution of
the budget
planning model we developed a fewyears ago."
According
to
the
advisory
committees' timetable, hearings will
be held for the next two months with
individuals and groups presenting their

budget requests, alter which the
committees will present their budgel
recommendations to the president's

office
THE RECOMMENDATIONS will
undergo final review there and will be
presented then to the Board of
Trustees at its April meeting as the
University Consolidated Budget
The Office of Resource Planning will
then implement the Board s actions on
l he budget
The
trustees
expressed
dissatisfaction with the recent decision
by the state Board of Regents and the
State Controlling Board to withhold
$227,000
in
adjusted
enrollment
subsidies for the University because of
alleged over-enrollment
That is absolute assinimty." said
Trustee Ashel Bryan ol Bowling
Green
He termed the action a
punishment
for success, while a
reward lor institutions unsuccessful in
maintaining enrollment
In other action, the Board approved
allocation of $25,000 to cover the
deductable portion of the University's
insurance on the Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity house, heavily damaged by
fire last week.
The funds are to be taken from the
Reserve
for
Replacements
and
Deferred Maintenance Budget
IN RELATED ACTION, the trustees
discussed the merits of installing
smoke and fire detectors in twenty
recently
renovated
University
residence buildings, with University
Architect
Richard
F.
Brown

estimating that such a project would
cost $25,000
Student Representative to the Board
Mark Walker suggested that the
University initiate a study of installing
smoke detectors in dormitories, adding
that if the University "takes the
initiative perhaps the landlords will
lolluw suit in installing them in oil
campus dwellings
Walker also reported that the
Student
Body
Organization
is
investigating the possibility of hiring a
third-year law student part-time to
advise students of their legal rights
A REPORT FROM Vice ProVOSI Im
Student Aflairs Dr Richard Eakin
however, indicated that lunding a legal
advisor could present legal difficulties
in itself
He said two previous decisions by the
state attorney general have indicated
it would be illegal to use state funds to
pay for private student counsel or to
take legal action against the state.
Commenting on the progress of the
proposal to close Ridge Street to
traffic during class hours. Walker said
the plan was meeting opposition from
the city
"The situation is not encouraging."
Walker said "In fact, they are totally
against it."
Trustee Bryan suggested erection ol
pedestrian right-of-way signs in the
heavily-trodden areas, and Dr Moore
added that "we are going to get some
kind of action on this."
SEVERAL
REVISIONS
to
the
University's Faculty Charter were
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handled by the Hoard
set up the limitations
don't know how the

Trustees discuss state subsidy

By Curl Hazlett
Staff Reporter

Board of Regents I'll they were
justified in advancing addition
over the formula aiununtHe said it is at tin expense of
Howling Green In the •
operation and enrollment ceili
given by the Board ■<< Regents to all
colleges

University

"THEN THERE arc 2.S million
children
in
the
elementary
and
secondary schools in this slate It's
been estimated that one-third of the
population is engaged lull-time in
education
direct!)
or indirectly
teachers, students, support personnel
and administrators, he said
Gov Gilligan said he Hunks there arc
very interesting and very innovative
things going on in parts of the system
I think the most significant thing in
recent years is that we've been able to
Increase siaie support financial Mate
support, to educational programs by 57
per cenl
he s.ud
He also said small schools would not
be consolidated just lor the sake ol

When asked why Central Stale and
ohm University were given more
lunds. he answered
I know the
reason advanced by the Board ol
Regents Both had siilisl.nili.il drop
oils in enrollment Then* Situation was
very difficult They sign their facultj
contracts in the spring, anticipating
cei inn enrollment in the tall
"THEY PEGGED then operating

past

Miami

while

hits for 28 to

approved
including
admission
ol
library faculty
in Faculty Senate
representation
The
Board
also
approved
the
formation Ol
a
Faculty
Well,in'
Committee consisting ol five leaching
laculiy members elected by members
ui the Senate to "Investigate ami make
studies ol any matters, internal or
external to the University, affecting
the
general
welfare
ol
faculty
members "
Reporls ol the new committee will
go to the Senate Executive Committee
for action
Under another new revision, regular
terms ol elected members will begin
following the last commencement ol
the academic year and will terminate
lolluwing the last commencement ol
the nexl academic yeai and upon
election, each officer, senator or
committee member shall assume the
office immediately loiiowmg the imal

commencement ol the year
ihc trustees also approved ■> plan u>
save the liiiveisilv increased costs in
telephone
usage
by
building
a
microwave
telecommunication link
between the University anil Ihc .1
Preston l.cvis Regional Computer
Center when n
is relocated
In
Perrysburg Ihis August
The system would reportedly reduce
the I niveisiiy s phone hill by $25.000a
year
by
providing
inexpensive
communication
with
both
the
computer center and Toledo
ii was also estimated that the
University will be able to reduce the
cost ol construction anil maintenance
by renting portions ol the lower to
Other
parties desiring iniciuwave
lacilitics
The cost of the microwave system is
estimated at $124,000. with a cost ol
$3,000 annually lor maintenance

suspend
disbai oi i epi imai
formei Man land . •
III.1.1,
ll\
the I "III I
il
M'pe.llM.ii \ land - highest . inn I
That court has sui
Ii ., majority ol ilisbn
,.,-.
but "> i ■ Ion ■!.'
stiffei II lessi i penalties
M.M■ w II v-. U I
in Allll !'
, kill, in, tli.- , ■
:,.i

....

VppCdlS
\ I ml' ' SpOk
lle.lt Ing ' ,'tilil l»e sell'il
Febi u.ii \ nt early Marel
Vgm w appealed In
it p i"' I,
Judges llidgel) P Melvn Mil'le\ It
, ul William II Hi i ullou] '
,t
Dei . IH lie.II ing tin; to tie: lit
in- ability to inaki n living
He .-.ml ili.it rathei thai
he should be suspend, d loi .
period s.iwng such action would he a
reason ible prolei He
and the bai
Agnew told the panel h)
love and
respect
lot
the
legal
profession and the prai nee ol ,.i"
"Slim LI) I be permitted in
im practice I would i onduci m
.i way that would mil bi ing disi -ilit to
ihe bai the legal profession III tl"
i inn iin said
The judges emphasized lhal then
recommendation was based solely "ii
Agnew s no contest plea to tin
irgi
that he listed In- taxable im ome loi
1967 .i- 126.099 instead ol • - ■"" and
lhal he paid taxes
16.411
the 119.967 which In owed
They said the} gave not
to allegations made in con
prosecutors lhal Agnew had
kickbacks
from contractordoing
business with M.o v land •'' ill In * governoi
Hi- lawyi ■- had i
'lie tax
plea alone was nut enu
disbarment and that othei charges
could not he considered

Nader doubts Simon's claims
WASHINGTON (API Federal Energy Director William K
Simon told Congress yesterday, the nation is threatened with
"dangerously low levels" ol petroleum products, but
consumer advocate Ralph Nader said the world is drowning
in oil "
Their sharply conflicting views were presented in
testimony before a House-Senate economic subcommittee
looking into the accuracy of government energy statistics
"WHILE MANY doubt the accuracy of the data being
provided by industry." said Simon, "there is no doubt in my
mind that we do indeed have a serious shortage
"As of Dec 29. the American Petroleum Institute reported
we have only slightly over 30 days supply of the major
petroleum products The shortage caused by a full effective
embargo will quickly reduce these to dangerously low levels
unless we act quickly to reduce demand and equitably
allocate the available supplies, he said
Nader described America's energy problem as "unarmed
robbery by oil companies in collusion with government
support " Denying an energy shortage exists, he said,
everything that has happened in the name of the energy crisis
has been to the advantage of the major petroleum companies.
"The world is literally drowning in oil. Nader said "Any
government agency can create a shortage simply by
announcing It."

NADER SAID geologists believe that less than : i
ol the world's oil reserves have been discovered and "
reserve ligure supplies by oil companies and thi
government actually represents only about lOpei cenl

I

s

proven reserves
Simon testilied for more than two hours
Wrhat appears in industry reports to be in ample supply is
actually a result of conservation efforts and an unusualh mild
winter, as well as some continuing luppl) oloil from tin Vrab
countries despite an embargo he said
Simon and Nader agreed on one point thi government
must depend on the petroleum industry Ii
ling '"
the supply and reserves of oil and gas
SIMON SAID HIS office already is taking step- to require
periodic reports from oil producers refiners and .list: ibutoi!
and hopes to have a comprehensive system in effect within
about six weeks
I'nder questioning by subcommittee Chairman William
Proxmire iD-Wis ). Simon said it is impossible to predi 1 i
point at which the government would ration gasoline He
would say only that he does not expect the average price to
reach 70 cents per gallon The current average is about 44
cents.
Proxmire said he has received 3.800 to 4.300 letters
indicating that "perhaps most of our people doubt the
existence of the energy crisis.
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gilligan's bg visit
a disappointment
Gov. John J Gilligan's visit to the University on Friday was nothing
more than a political ploy to gain a few extra votes for this November's
re-election
The "town meeting" at WBGU-TV proved just that A five-member
panel and members of the studio audience posed questions ranging from
the grape and lettuce boycott to daylight savings time. In most cases, the
Governor was as sharp as a good politician should be. But in many
instances, his evasiveness left only uncertainty in the minds of many
students and the feeling that "he's putting one over on us."
The ill-fated Ohio Plan, tirst introduced by Gov. Gilligan three years
ago. would require repayment of state subsidies by students attending
state-supported universities.
The suggestion by two state representatives that the plan be
reconsidered by the state legislature prompted questions on the details of
the plan.
When asked if the process of "tracking students down" once they have
graduated would necessitate an extensive and expensive system. Gilligan
agreed, but said: "I'm not going to sit here and hang and swing on the
details of the proposal about contingent repayment for college education.
"I think it will be something interesting for all of you to discuss,
though."
Students don't need to discuss the plan among themselves. What they
need is answers that will assure them that once they finish school, they
will not have to scrape together money to repay the state.
It's too bad the governor couldn't come up with some solid answers on
a matter that should be of interest to every student attending a state
university
Concerning the $227,000 in subsidies withheld from the University
because of this school's increase enrollment over the ceiling, the
governor said "some adjustment can and will be made."
Our only hope is that this is not just political lip service designed to
quiet University students and administrators.
The governor's visit was a resounding letdown-nothing more, nothing
less.

effort needed for
lounge residents
The University Housing Office must make an all-out effort to find
decent housing for the 56 new students who are living in converted
dormitory lounges.
The News learned last week that only those residents in a Conk I in
lounge are satisfied with their living arrangements However, there are
only four students living in one room there.
Other lounges in Bromfield and Offenhauer West hold from six to eight
students in one room. It's understandable why the students would be
upset about their living arrangements.
The problem began when the housing office saw the computed fall
quarter grades and realized there would be a housing shortage winter
quarter.
The housing office hardly provided the incoming students with rational
alternatives Some received a letter a week and a half before arriving on
campus notifying them of the housing problem.
The students were given the alternatives of finding off-campus living
arrangements, waiting to begin school until spring quarter or taking
what housing was available on campus
Most took what they could get and that meant lounge space for up to
eight students-hardly a good way to live.
It's understandable that the Housing Office's situation was accidental
but there's no excuse for keeping these unfortunate students in
temporary living quarters any longer than necessary, especially when
they aren't given discounts from the regular room and board rate.
These new students do not deserve crowded arrangements because of
an administrative error, accidental or otherwise

rothe knows best
on faculty tenure
In the clash between the Faculty Senate and Provost Kenneth W Rothe
over the faculty tenure system only Dr. Rothe seems to be taking a
realistic look at the situation.
I)r Rothe said in an early December memo to University deans and
department chairmen that he might have to begin a more careful
evaluation of recommendations for tenure approval.
Faculty Senate has reacted by charging that the Provost is changing a
policy that only the senate can alter.
Faculty Senate must take a closer look at Dr. Rothe's rationale. The
senate has interpreted the tenure policy as saying that if a probationary
instructor met high academic standards during the five- or six-year
probation period, he or she was almost assured of tenure.
The senate contends that tenure candidates should be evaluated solely
on academic performance
It further contends that evaluation should be without regard to the
University's financial situation unless the administration can clearly
show that funds are not available for the tenured position.
Dr Rothe is wisely planning for the future with the tenure policy. If a
department becomes undermanned, more tenured faculty positions
should be available in that department Presently, it's possible that one
department could be stacked with tenured faculty members leaving
other departments undermanned.
The policy advocated by the Provost should prove beneficial to future
faculty members As Dr Rothe said, screening of future probationary
candidates will avoid the necessity of firing or redistributing the tenured
faculty members.
At Ohio University tenured faculty members have already been fired
because of decreased enrollment and financial problems
A University is not entirely composed of academics. When the money
isn't there sacrifices must be made. Dr. Rothe's look at the size of the
faculty and enrollment shows that some evaluation of the present policy
has to be formulated and adjustments made.
The University doesn't need the burden of tenured faculty members it
cannot support financially. The students also don't need one department
that has too many tenured faculty members and another that is short of
qualified instructors.
And the taxpayers will not want to support an oversupply of tenured
faculty members from which the University cannot get adequate use.

seeking solace in the past
NEW YORK, NY -To understand
the stormy present we can do no worse
than solicit our stormy past.
The hislory books are chart and
compass for the immediate voyage
They remind us, as we grow
increasingly ashamed of the Nixon
years, that Americans are no stranger
to sorrow, scandal or idiocy.
We have had, in this beautiful and
tormented land. 300 years of hard
labor, rich folly, broken promises and
sweet dreams.
It stirs our pride to think of the
average American as "a man of
cheerful yesterdays and confident
tomorrows." A few men have beenand are-just that
But. as a nation, we have lived
dangerously, made terrible blunders
and begotten a full share of fools,
knaves and thieves, electing many of
them to high office We have learned
Irom history that men never learn
anything from history.
WE HAVE also learned that we are a
people
peculiar in renewal and
comeback," exactly as Carl Sandburg
noted. We have survived wars and
depressions and the regular betrayal of
the American dream
We'll also survive the impeachment
of President Nixon and the trickery of
the oil cartels. Arab and American
Still, when we do seek solace in the
past, il is comforting to find so many
great and good Americans available
for counsel Some were controversial
in their times but they left the pages of
hislory touched with their honor
A reader in Chicago writes that she
has just re-road Eleanor Roosevelt's
This I Remember." On every page.
Mis Eleanor Nangle was struck by the
simple decency, the I inn sense ol
honor that prevailed in government
under the New Deal
NO DOUBT there was chicanery in
certain corners but there was nothniK
even
faintly
Nixonian
"Every
President, 1 am sure, leaves the White
House poorer than be went In," wrote
Mrs Roosevoll
When she toured our South Pacific
liases. Eleanor Roosevelt bought her
own ited Cross uniforms Because she
was on a government
mission,
traveling in military planes, the
President fell thai II would lie wrong
for the Flrsl Lady to keep the fee
earned by her newspaper columns
during ih.ii period

Millions of dollars from trusts and
special interests to control elections
are never given except in return for
pledges as to the policy of government,
that give special privileges to the
favored few and forever oppress the
masses.

Accordingly, she divided the sum
between the Red Cross and the
American Friends Committee lAnd
that great American. Hamilton Fish,
later accused her of tax evasion! I
ANOTHER reader. Bill Downer,
sent me-the summer of 72 when even
registered Democrats were getting
unctuous letters from the Committee
(or the Ke-Election of the President-a
document he had found, yellowed with
age. among his family papers His
transcript of it is now yellowing among
my papers and I pass it along.
It's a certificate of sorts, dated 1908.
issued by the Democratic Party. It
reads:
"This certifies that J.G.
Downer of Gordonsville. State of Va..
believes that if the people would rule
their own country they must pay the
expense of electing their own public
servants

WHAT IS increasingly apparent,
however, is a disenchantment on the
part of the public, a feeling that all
politicians run for office to line their
pockets.
As an antidote to this prevailing
cynicism I recommend a fine book
from yesteryear. F.S. Oliver's "The
Endless Adventure."'
"The average politician." Oliver
wrote, "is by nature a constructive
animal He has a craving-often an
insatiable craving--to be making
something.
"No sooner is he in office than he
becomes engrossed in shaping
policies ..For the soil of politics is
peculiarly congenial to the growth and
burgeoning of an understanding
sympathy with one's fellow
creatures..
These sentiments chime nicely with
those of Plutarch

"YOU HAVE given One Dollar
without any pledge in return except for
honest government in the interest of
the whole people
This remarkable document is
signed: William Jennings Bryan He
might not have been a great President
but the Lord knows he would have been
an honest one
A new poll by the American Civil
Liberties Union reports that 79 per
cent of Americans now believe the
charges against President Nixon to be
valid. The sentiment is reflected in
letters to this desk
The poll is encouraging, not because
it shows a bias in favor of public
morality but because it indicates a new
willingness on the part of Americans to
face up to hard truths
The general fallout effect of
Watergate can be measured only after
the drama has ended and justice been
rendered-or denied

POLITICS. HE wrote, is
not a
public chore to be got over with-it is a
way of life" One of the salutary
effects of Watergate may be a new
grasp of politics, a new vigilance on the
part of the average voter
If so. we're a little wiser and a little
safer than we were

I JUST CANT

GUM

CANDOR ,
EXPRESSION!/

republican convention! 976
Messrs Rockefeller and Reagan
threaten in make the Republican
nominating process in 1(76 look like a
geriatric stampede, jamming each
other's wheelchairs as they smash
toward the finish line (Rockefeller
Will be Ii7 by then, and Reagan 65.1
Reagan should have the stronger
position, as an upholder oi Nixonlsm
without Nixon His advocates will be
selling the line thai Nixon's
mandate' ol 1972 was not cancelled
by the adventitious scandals ol
Watergate
THE NEW Republican majority is
still out there." mainly to the West
and Reagan, during the GoMwatei

campaign ot 1964. was one ot its
earliest prophets
But Reagan has several problems
other than ag« Ills taxless year will
not look good, alter Nixon's ordeal by

IRS
His tax plan for California was
rejected His tough line on campus
disorders is no longer very relevant
His ignorance ol foreign policy is total
And. besides, it is still to be proved
that the Middle America Strategy can
work except as part of a backlash to
the Sixties-i e, as a vindictive
response, to which Watergate was not
an accidental but a necessary adjunct
WELL. THEN, how about our other
clean old man'"' Nelson Rockefeller
usually gels what he wants in the end
and he has wanted the presidency very
badly most of his long life.

-me BG news
An Instwpwnotont Student V.K»

make fun of When Rockefeller used
this approach in the Fillies, (he party
did not take to it kindly
Calling a great Symposium on the
nation's needs under a Republican
administration was a way of telling
President Eisenhower that he was part
of the problem rather than the solution
Now dial scandal (ouches the
linances of so many politicians, people
might be tempted to vote (or a man loo
rich to be bought iThe reverse of this
argument is to say that he is rich
enough to buy us who knows belter
than a Rockefeller when a cheap
country is going up for sale'' i
Rockefeller must disarm old
Republican resentments, and reverse
the movement away from the party's

"Eastern establishment
Unluckily lor him. his new base is
one ol (hose foundation panels o(
experts that Ceorge Wallace likes to

Leirers
thanks for help...
We would like to express a letter of
sincere appreciation to the Bowling
Green fire department, who on the
morning of Sunday, the sixth of
January, saved our place of residence
and our personal belongings
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IT IS EASIER for Republicans to
recognize that they have problems in
the Watergate era, but Rocky s way of
solving them may misfire.
Just as he makes the implicit claim
that his wealth exists far above
scandal, it looks bad for him to be
using a study group to launch his
campaign-thus avoiding the campaign
spending laws.
He hopes, of course, to beat down
opposition from his old opponents by
outtoughing everyone in sight on the
subject of welfare cheats, drug
abusers. and military spending Thai
l,i-l one is the danger

NO LONGER had we put down the
phone when they had arrived at our
door We are deeply appreciative of the
fine service rendered to us and their
competence and efficiency should be
well recognized

Thank you very much from the
students of 507 S Main St.
Jerry Hampton
Greg Luthman
Buck McKinney
Ron Kruse
Mark Rhodes
Larry Segfried
Garry Winklemen
Bud Lewis

mail wanfed
I'm writing in hopes of placing my ad
in the student newspaper
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ROCKEFELLER HAS always been
a hardline defense advocate His
hurtful reputation as a "big spender"
could help him here-the hawks know
he loves military hardware.
Back in the days of his first study
group, he and Henry Kissinger were
critical of President Eisenhower's
moratorium on nuclear tests, and they
leaned toward use of "tactical nukes"
in limited war.
Kissinger has moved away from
such views, but there is no evidence
that Rocky has
In a race against the hawkishness of
Scoop Jackson, both Reagan and
Rockefeller would be likely to turn
against Nixon's detente and SALT
arrangements, and run a missile race
from their wheel chairs
BELLICOSITY gives hints of a
spurious vigor, and lends urgency to an
election It may also help two old men
keep the rest of us from getting much
older

YOU ReAUXeTWAT)]
THi* 6TTtefi*3*rCv.
A

KCPrwcrnAfA?

I'm 26 years old, 5' 11" and weigh
about 165 pounds. I have brown hair
and eyes.
I'M SERVING a one to seven
sentence for Grand Larceny which
stemmed from my use of narcotics.
I would like to correspond with
anyone interested. Thank you for your
time and may the New Year be a
joyous and peaceful one for all.
Ray Wylie No 136-625
P.O. Box 57
Marion. Ohio 43302
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Ufologist traces UFO history,
predicts end of saucer mystery
"UFOs can be seen by
anyone, anytime and anywhere "
Earl J Neff. director of
the
Cleveland
Ufology
Project
and
U S.
representative of the Intercontinental Observer and
Analytical
Network,
last
night
presented a
slide
program explaining
the
history of I'KOs to about 500
persons
in
the
Grand
Ballroom I'nion
Neff traced the history of
UFOs back to ancient Kgypt
and then concentrated on
more recent sightings
HE SHOWED a picture,
taken in 1952. of the U.S.
Capitol Building
In the
background, a small group
of double lights, directly
above the building could be
seen
"Each one oi these UFOs
is a double light They have
been identified as monitor

Earl j. N.ff Ufologi.t

Applicants decrease this year
t\ Marcia Shaner
Staff Reporter
A ilional trend in higher
educaon may be affecting
the iiverslty'l enrollment
of pspective Ireshmen
John. Martin, director of
admiions said Friday
\»l Jan 10 last year,
therevere 5.537 applicants
This ;ar at that same point
in tir. 4.876 applications
have leen submitted by
prosp'tive
Ireshmen.
a
decree ol 661
Martin
said
in !■ prospective appli
canls 3.564
have
been
otlere admission
contingen upon high school
gradiiion.
a
physical
exambtion and a high
schoaranscript Last year
at thitime. 3.966 students
were offered enrollment
Mart said
V-SK
FIGURES
relic'.i
efle'a nati
national trend in
highieducation The 1960 s
wertlho boom years in
eolles Eighteen year olds
wenthe largest group of

students electing institutions
ol higher education Now
there are less 18 year olds
attending. Martin said
"Growth
in
this
age
bracket has not been steady
bul it is beginning to level
off. then it is projected to
decrease in ,i lew years." he
continued
Martin
cited
several
factors contributing to the
decrease
of
prospective
freshmen applying
-Lower number ol sin
dents
desiring
higher
education.
-More [mst-higli school
education available such as
technical schools
-Public
acceptance
ol
two year institutions, such
as community colleges
--Increased cost of higher
education.
■Tightening
ol
federal
Support ol
financial aid
programs
Martin said the national
trend began about two or
three years ago and is getting stronger
We anil
cipate a lesser number ol
students applying to our I'm-

complex

versify." he added
Admissions will probably
be opened longer this yen
than I.is! year since stu
dents are applying .H ,i
slower rate than before
Martin said
"THERE
is
a
trend
developing
ol
students
waiting
longei
to appl)
because there is no pressure
as before to apply early."
Martin said Both public and
private institutions are open
for admission longer (ban in
the boom years of the I960's.
he added
Another reason for the
lowei number ol applicants
10 date is the trend away
from "multiple applicants.'
Martin continued

\N

there are man)

aspects to he considered.'
he said The energy crisis

recentl) as ihree to

five
years
ago
it
was
fashionable lo apply in as
many as three to five difIcienl colleges
Students
don l have lo apply lo as
many because of the open
ness ol both private and
public institutions
Martin
said
The question ol pros
pective enrollment is very

may have an effeel on future
enrollment though Martin
said he is unsure what thai
effeel might bo
The mi (cased number ol
layoffs in factories and liusi
nesses will cause a financial
crunch in ihe home of ihc in
dividual Student." Martin
said
\lso the gas shortage
will probably have an effect
on Ihe commuter students
Who can say what will
happen' Martin said
THE
RISK ol
two-year
institutions
is
having
a
strong effeel on loin year
institutions
Martin
said
recenl figures indicate an
increase nationally in tolal

enrollment
ai
lour yen
institutions ol 5 per cent,
while two-year institutions
exptl (cured an increase lasl
year Ol 8 -'percent
Martin said many students
enroll in terminal programs
in two-year colleges and
enter the job market when
they
complete
their

STOCK MARKET CLUB
WIOT AND BELKIN PRODUCTIONS

Meeting Tonite

* * PRESENT * *

PINK DOGWOOD SUITE - UNION
7:00 P.M.

programs, rather than going
on to enroll in fotll yeai
institutions
In soilc ol Uw Icwci
numhci ol applicant! lo
dale. Martin said he is
optimistic about Ihe site ol
the prospective Ireshmen
class
We are In a very
favorable
position
The
reality of our goal lor a

scanner objects known to be
under remote control but
no one knows from where."
he said
"This picture, taken in
1952. could not be revealed
to the public until 20 years
latet because of the effect it
may
have
had on the
government and the public,
he said
A four-picture series of
the Vatican, also taken in
1952. showed a group of
about 40 tiny objects in the
sky above the Vatican Neff
said most of the objects

He said they first formed
into two groups, then later
joined together to form an
X.
"Later,
the
pattern
dissolved and the objects
ascended." he said
A COLOR PRINT of a
wooded area and a white
saucer-like object was the
subject of much controversy
in Mexico in the 1960s The
photographer,
Neff
said,
realized that the saucer was
nothing more than part of a
set for a movie
WHAT ARE SOME char
acteritUci of UFOs?
"UFOs frequently chant''

were pinkish grev

color as they reduce their
speed or accelerate very
rapidly." Neff said
Automobiles.
planes,
radios.
TVs and power
systems are all affected by
the presence of UFOs.
They
(UFOs)
are
frequently seen performing
unbelievably sharp U-turns
.it fantastic speeds "
Neff said
What they are
and why they are here I do
not know But I know the day
is near when we may know
.ill the answers "
Nell's
lecture
was
sponsored by Cultural Boost

newsnotes
Mayor Perk
COLUMBUS tAPi
Cleveland Mayoi
Ualph .1 Perk met with (Mini Republican
officials yesterday oui said afterward he
still has made no decision about running
for the GOP nomination for U s Senate
I'crk
received
the
unanimous
endorsement lasl week oi the county
chairmen
from
Ohio's
biggest
metropolitan areas, and probably would

have no significant opposition In the May
primary

Watergate
WASHINGTON lAPl
Samuel Dash,
duet counsel oi the Senate Watergate
committee, said yesterday ihe panel had
important new Information" and ought
to hold lui ther public hearings

Ireshmen class ol :i.200 is

I think the committee will follow my
recommendation on the matter," said
Dash during an interview on the NBCIV "Today Show " He declined to
reveal (he nature ol the key information

Skylab
SPACE CENTER. Houston (API
Skylab :is astronauts became history's
longest Hying space travelers last night,
setting a record lhal might stand for a
decide
Ai !i in pin EDT, Gerald l' Carr,
William li
I'oguc and Edward (I
Gibson surpassed Ihe single mission
endurance record ol M days, n hours. 9
minutes sel lasl September by the
Skylab - crew In the same space station

very realistic-barring anynational crises. ' he s.ml
Las) fall ihe freshmen
class was 1% students ovei
the desired goal ol .1200
because a higher percentage
oi students actually enrolled
than
was
anticipated,
Martin said
Even though S.SM have
already been offered admission,
the
University
must over admit to make up
for the students who will be
offered admission but will
not enroll, Martin s.ml

UAO WOMEN'S REGIONAL BOWLING TEAM
JAN. 17 & 24

TRYOUTS

7:00 P.M.

6 GAMES EACH NIGHT
'2.00 PER NIGHT
TOP 5 (TOTAL PINS) AFTER 12 GAMES GO TO REGIONAL TOURNEY AT KENT STATE FEB. 8-9. REPRESENTING B.G.

ftur friendly,
1
neighbor
hamburger.

>

SLADE

MR. MARK GOLDEN
Will Speak On Stock Options

I

INKSTONE

IGGY AND THE STOOGES
— SPECIAL GUEST —

BGSU's literary magazine
wants a part of you

JAMES GANG

I

Poems
Stories
Photos
Artwork

ft

ft

ft

-ATTOLEDO
SPORTS ARENA
SAT. - JAN. 19
— 8:00 P.M. —

I

TICKETS: S4.50 ADVANCE
DAY OF SHOW: $5.50

Deadline: 15 February
Send to INKSTONE, English Department. Be
sure to include your name and campus address.

AVAILABLE AT
FINDER'S RECORDS AT BG
TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
AND OTHER AREA OUTLETS

(698-4545)

-J
TONITI 5P.M.-MIDNITE
7 ;

have a crush on us.

T*

6 PACK

*J

I?

*£S
/

/

OF CRUSH
V-

When you're hungry, close counts. And, we're very
close. Love thy neighbor. Drop in any time.

THAT'S RIGHT! WE'LL GIVE YOU 612 OZ. CANS OF
ORANGE, GRAPE OR STRAWBERRY CRUSH
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A $3.90 PIZZA

<-

(LG. WITH 3 ITEMS)
TO YOUR DOOR OR IN THE STORE.

/

COUPONS DO NOT APPLY.

SORRY, WE CANT MIX *N MATCH POP FLAVORS.

PfflLIAlS

FRE£ DRLIVBrVr - M352-7571

PIZZA /SUBS/SPAGHETTI
1004 S. MAIH

■McDonalds
1050 S. MAIN
1470 E. WOOSTER
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Round yellow tablets (PCP)
cause drug crises-Karma

Dove

Cline,

(A*S)

junior

arid

participant

in

•
the

Black Swamp Winter
Clossic held Saturday,

By Nancy l.aughlin
Staff Reporter
The drugs being sold as
tetrahydrocannabinol (THCI
in Bowling Green for the
past few months probably
are not THC at all. but some
other
substance,
usually
phencyclidine (PCPt
According to a fact sheet
released recently by Karma,
the
local drop-in drug
center,
pharmaceutical
laboratory analysis throughout the country has revealed
that of hundreds of THC
samples brought in nearly
every one contains substances other than THC
THC. the active ingredient
in marijuana, takes a 17stage synthesis process to
produce and costs about $50
to produce a psychoaclive
dose The drug is stable only
under liquid nitrogen, tastes
foul and cannot be made
soluble and pul into pill
torm. the report stales
"IN SHORT, the pills
bring sold as THC on Ihe
street are hardly likely to be
that
substance."
Karma
reports "The most common
substance
found
(in
samples) is PCI* or TCI'
with LSD. drugs which are

KARMA
ALSO
issued
warnings on two other drugs
and two new types ol glue.
One drug. Marezine. is a
small white tablet, scored
I line dividing it in hall.) and
imprinted with 'Wellcome.
T4A " The drug is used lor
prevention and treatment ol
motion sickness, "but may
possibly be injurious to the
unborn child." the report
warns

much easier and cheaper to
synthesize than THC."
PCP is manufactured
legitimately as a common
veterinary tranquilizer The
effects of the drug on man
can include muscular incoordination. general numbness of extremities, anathesia. muscular rigidity, loss
of contact with environment,
perceptual distortions,
delirium
and
convulsions

Another drug. Pavabid. is
being sold as many different
things in Bowling Green
The drug is a clear-andmaroon-colored capsule, im-,
printed with "Marion 1555"
in white.

"This drug. PCI*, has been
most commonly lound in Ihe
Bowling Green area in a
round yellow tablet lorm
and has been the cause ol a
considerate
number
of
crises handled by Karma."
the report said Cases have
overdosed (rom ingestion of
even one tablet, and medical
emergencies
involving
comatose or convulsive
patients have been common
There is a high overdose
potenlial
even
when
smoked."
PCP also has been lound
to be a major ingredient ol
strati samples sold as LSD.

Pavabid allects the blood
vessels and may increase
cerebral blood flow, but is
reported to be practically
devoid of effects on the
central nervous system
"II Pavabid is being sold
as
an
upper,
downer,
hallucinogen or opiate-it's
ellects are not such, so don't
expect to get oil on it,'
Karma reports

psilocybin. organic mescaline and angel dust." which
is marijuana or parsley
sprayed with PCP

Karma also passed along a
warning
Irom
the
Consumer's
Union
urging

buyers to avoid purchasing
two new kinds ol glue: "102
Contact Cement" and "Instant Crazy Glue."

contemplates his next
move.
from
in

$365

Gilligan doubts benefits of DST
• from page on*
"I am sure it was in.nl
vertant, but Bowling Green
exceeded
that
formula
limitation and so lost the
lunding." he said
He added that he thinks
some adjustment can and
will be made The governor
did not elaborate
In
response
to
other
issues. Gov Gilligan said

VOTER
REGISTRATION--"The laws have been
deliberately designed over
the years to discourage
voters V/e make it very
difficult
for people
to
register, to stay registered
and to vote. We now want to
turn the laws around to
encourage the people to.
vote
Why do we close the polls
at 6 30'' We keep the grocery

stores open until 9pm and
the bars until 2 am So why
do we close Ihe polls at 6 30
if we really want the people
to vote'*"

GRAPE AM) LETTUCE
BOYCOTTI
have
supported vrtually Irom its
inception Ihe grape and
lettuce boycott There has
been a
gross economicinjustice done in lederal law
In the farm workers The
United
r'arm
Worker's
union is the best source In
right this injustice
iGov
Gilligan
later
signed
a
petition which is circulating
on campus endorsing the

lettuce boycott i
DAYLIGHT
SWIM IS
TIME - "I'm caught in the
position that the President
comes out and says that
daylighl savings time would
save energy by 10-12 per
cent over the country
I
don't
know
wh.il
Ihe
estimation was based on. so
the order went Mil thai all
slates were to change to

daylighl savings lime except
a governor could ,isk Im .in
exemption il he had a good
reason
"SO WHAT ARE good
reasons'' We decided to go
along with it and ii ii doesn't

work and the peopl are
seriously upset, we culd at
some subsequent tine go
back to the old time."
WELFARE- "Welfae has
to be the biggest patical
football
I
don't know
anybody in Americ who
would defend the fesent
lystem II is a dis»lrous
I allure-a
disairous
expensive I allure "
KENT STATE TIIAL-"I've
eontacte
the
Department ol Juste and
11ild them we wanto help
however we can vth Ihe
trial I thought it vs only
right to reopen the CM

20%-50% Off
ENTIRE STOCK!

• SUNDAY •

• MONDAY •

COLLEGE NIGHT 8:00

APPRECIATION NIGHT 8:30

Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
West of McDonald

• TUESDAY •

• WEDNESDAY •

LADIES' NIGHT 8:30

DANCE CONTEST NIGHT 8:30

• THURSDAY •

•nte
Olun\ieecs

1/2 NIGHT 8:00

i:

:

FRIDAY & SATURDAY •

lou'irc. /wf yoar hx*mtr,

ahd oJI of jour p*u*.r

:

FUN NIGHTS—7:30
7 miles north of BG
on U.S. 25
CLIP & SAVE

CLIP & SAVE

11"
ihrrsr
11.40

0

0

«> 'Vo o o«>o o<»o<»o

IS"
Cheese
J?.40

II"
Chwsf
14.00

1*1

40«

50«

70c

<
m

$120

70
■<

DINNERS
1.75
1.50
Z.Zi
2.75
2.50
2.25
2.00

SALADS
targe
Small

Cold Conomation Submarine .
Hot Conolnation Submarine. .
Ham I Cheese Submarine . . .
Steak Submarine
Meatball Submarine
Steak Sandwich
Steak Special Sandwich
w/cheese and mushrooms
pizza sauce.
not Corned"Beef Sandwich . .
Reuben sandmen. .......
Hot Chicktn bandwuh ....
Hot 009s 6" t 12Coneys
6" 1 12"

.40°
1.50 1.50 =
1.50 S
1.65 Jj

•«3

1-70
I^O
I.M
.55
I .60
'. .70

_
O

Pepsi. Teem, Orange, Root Beer
small
large

.IS
.25

<

Soft Drinks to Go

.25

JOSTEN'S

40
.40
.49
45
49 -3

Pabst
Stroh's
Schlltz (dark and light)
Budwelser
Miller's
.2S

DMLY LUNCHEON SPECIALS

70

IMON.-FRI 11:00-130)
BEER AMP urlNI CAR*. OUT

HAPPY HOURS

11:00 - Ii00
11:00 - f.'OO
1:00 - l.-OO
S rV
1 Ail

HiiUM» PcAUvcAt; - tl.ti

CUP * SAVE

UARY 18. SENIORS MAY

DRAFT BEER

I Garlic Bread

VcekaVly*
Vtllitndi
Stinifnya
h.l ISII Pf LIVICV

NOW. HE LEAVES JAN-

jj
=

DRINKS

La roe
Small

Russian. Italian, Thousand Island,
Blue Cheese, French

j Kou/u

THE KEY PHOTOGRAPHER IS ON CAMPUS

MJ9

SANDWICHES

NEW PHONE 352-1411

>-B.B.q. Ribs Platter
QC
. ;j(.l,! and \otl
1
a la cuter
ift.B.Q. Chicken Dinner
1 « tal.id ana \ott
a ta caitt

1»"
ChMM
II.80

Oeluie (P.S.M.GP.O)

o

Spaghetti Olnner
ii-'aacad and gaif<e b\caci
.1 (.i ca\l(
«Kth -V.UMC/J

CLIP t SAVE

yr.ore.

fhao et-e/—

Peppfronl, Sausage. Beef, mm, Hushrocns,
Green Prppprs, Onions, Anchovies

532 EAST WOOSTER

•CHEF'S SALAD

A/*y /o Hec

CLIP & SAVE

FVM' PIZZA BAKCD TO OdOfB

<MR. ED'S?
•: PIZZA PUB •:
0

7rogresr

TA*T

JhaW*ft«di

FREE DtilVfffV

0

BANKAMIRIIO

PERRYSBURG, OHIO

CLIP & SAVE

0

prices

J. Putkar)

SOCIAL NIGHT

U

in

AN ENTERTAINMENT UTILITY

UJ

59

(Newsphoto by Gene

JANUARY CLEARANCE
All Blouses And
Body Blouses

CLIP 4 SAVE

competition
drew

players and awarded

NO COVER

QC

the

which

Dixie Electric Co.

24581 DIXIE HIGHWAY

players

University

placed first and third
Both glues use a compound which is extremely
quick-drying and a powerlul
adhesive. II a child should
get a drop ol the glue on his
linger and then rub his eye.
he could literally seal his
eye
lids
together
Two
doctors consulted agreed
that the situation would be
pretty much hopeless, the
report said.

M !i

>a.

Chess
the

January 16, 1974

(DAILY 2-5 P.M.; 7-9 P.M.)

OLO TIME MOVIES
FREE DELIVERY OF
BEER * WINE WITH
FOOD PURCHASE

CLIP 1 SAVE

CLIP 4 SAVE

11:00-4:00

m

o

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building

TO

CLIP t SAVE

SCHEDULE APPOINTMENTS BY CALLING 3720086. ALL SENIOR PICTURES FOR THE 1974 KEY
MUST BE TAKEN BY JANUARY 18.

Tu.iday. January 15,1974, TK. tO N.w./foo. 5

Students tour Israel war zone
By Carl Remeasky
SUM Reporter
The effects of war upon a
nation are no more vivid and
horrifying than when witnessed firsthand
Steve Dennen. junior
IB.A.I. and Mark Stein,
sophomore (A&S). visited
Israel during Christmas
break and observed the
damages, both physical and
psychological, left by the
recent Arab-Israeli war.
Stein and Dennen were
part of the Student Leadership Mission to Israel, organized by the United
Jewish Appeal lUJAl
They described their trip
to a small Jewish congregation in Prout Chapel
Friday
it was a fantastic experience when we stepped off
the plane in Jerusalem It
was warm and sunny
compared to the snow and
cold we had left behind in
New York just a few hours
earlier." Stein said
THE MISSION'S activities in Israel ranged from
louring battlegrounds to
meeting Israeli President

Professor Ephraim Katzir
The
Mission
presented
President Katzir with a
plaque signifying solidarity
between Israel and U.S.
college students
"He seemed to be very
touched and pleased by the
presentation.'' Dennen
recalled "Perhaps because
U.S. college students raised
over a million dollars for
Israel during the recent

war."
They visited battlefields,
hospitals, kibbutzes
icollective farmsi. absorption centers and military
outposts
"We saw the Golan
Heights, where tank battles
were fought just a few
months ago The remains of
Israeli and Jordanian tanks
are still on the battlefield.'"
Stein explained
Stein and Dennen also saw
the military cemeteries containing the human remains
of war
During the tours we
would all sing and tell jokes
while the tour bus was
taking us to anoiiier place
After we saw the cemeteries
things were pretty quiet for

Kissinger plan rejected
ASWAN. Egypt IAPI Egypt rejected parts of
Secretary of State Henry A
Kissingers pullback plan
for the Suez front yesterday
and gave him counterproposals to take back to
Israel
Egyptian
Foreign
Minister Ismail Fahmy
complimented Kissinger for
his shuttle diplomacy but
told newsmen the language
and map in the plan
Kissinger
brought
from
Israel
"are not entirely
acceptable
We are giving him our
own map and language.
Fahmy added, withoul
detailing the sticking points
Kissinger railed the back
and-forth talks the toughest

Summer jobs
A recruiter from Camp
W a h a n o w i n on Lake
t'ouchinching.
Ontario.
Canada, will be on campus
Friday from 9 30 am to
4 30 p m
to interview
students for summer jobs as
senior counselors, the
Student Employment Office
announced
Interested students must
sign up in 460 Student
Services Bldg Deadline is
noon ThursdayMen and women applying
should be at least 19 years
old and of at least
sophomore standing
At 5 pm Friday a slide
presentation will be shown
to give to applicants an idea
of what the camp is like

he has ever been in But in
what appeared to be an
optimistic assessment, he
expressed confidence that
both sides agreed with his

effort!

UAA survey
The
Undergraduate
Alumni
Association
i UAA i will hold a meet
ing at 7 p m Thursday
in 200 Moseley Hall to
establish a committee
lor exploring academic
advising
The committee will
conduct surveys to investigate student concern about academic
advising and the quality
of advising they have
experienced
Faculty and students
are welcome to attend
the meeting

a few hours afterwards."'
they said.
The Mission was allowed
to visit the war zone in the
Sinai Peninsula near the
Suez Canal
Stein and
Dennen were among the
first Americans to enter the
area since the war
"THERE WERE times
when we were only 300
meters from the front battle
line It was a strange feeling
to walk around and see that
there were machine guns
trained on you."' Stein said
That is really a strange
situation." Dennen added
The two armies are sitting
there right across from each
other with guns aimed and
ready to fire Just one lunatic could start the shooting
again
Dennen and Stein visited a
military hospital still caring
for soldiers wounded in the
war
None of them are
bitter," Stem said "The
only thing the inactive
troops think about is recovering and returning to
the front to protect their
country as soon as
possible "
The morale of the people
in the hospitals, absorption
centers and kibbutzes is fantastically high The problem
is with the people in the
cities, they are still very
shocked and depressed by
the war. added Dennen
"The war was a complele
surprise." they explained
Israel was caught totally
unprepared and knocked off
balance at first The effort il
took to recover and turn the
tide of the war drained the
people both emotionally and
physically "
" Forty per cent of the
country is now mobilized
Israel won't be surprised
again It is a sad picture to
visit a university and see a
student carrying books in
one arm and a machine gun
in the other." Stein recalled
THE PAIR said the
Israelis are grateful for the
help the United States h.is
given them, but popular
leeling is that withoul inter
lerence from the United
States. Israel would have
destroyed an Egyptian army

and gained a crushing
victory
"The total destruction of
Egypt's second army would
have strengthened Israel's
ceasefire
position
and perhaps broken the
Arab's will to ever fight
Israel again,"' Stein explained
The US pressured Israel into the ceasefire to protect their oil
interest and to keep the
Soviet Union from getting
involved."
The energy crisis has
sorely affected the Israeli
position in the world, they
said
The people of Israel feel
alone because of this oil
situation.
Dennen said
Japan and many of the
western European countries
have turned against Israel in
view of the energy crisis
The Netherlands and the
U.S. are the only really true
allies Israel has left "
"THE
AMERICAN
government has changed its
position somewhat as evidenced by Ihe ceasefire and
Ihe peace treaty the U S is
Hying lo push Israel into
The treaty requires that
Israel returns some of the
Arab land won in the wars to
the Arabs." Stein said
Israel may give back the
SilMl. which is mostly
wasteland, bul the (iolan
Heights has become one ol
Israels main agricultural
areas and acts as a buffer
/one between Israel ami
Syria, and the Israelis would
be very reluctant lo part
with it. he continued
While the Israelis are displeased with the American
government.
Stein
and
Dennen report a great
leeling ol gratitude by the
III Bella toward Americans
Withoul Ihe contributions
ot Americans. Israel would
be a military slate." Dennen
said
All of Israel's social
programs, such as hospitals
and day care centers, are
paid lor with foreign contributions
Israel's tourist business,
which
normally booms
around Christmas, was at a
virtual standstill this year
because of the war. they
said

"THE TOUR took us
through Bethlehem on
Christmas
morning
Normally it is jammed with
pilgrims from all over the
world This year it was practically deserted, except for
some soldiers with machine
guns
stationed
there,"
Dennen said
Dennen and Stein are
planning a fund raising drive
for the Israelis to be called
the
Israeli
Emergency
Fund
At this point it is still in
the planning stage, but we
hope to raise $500 from Ihe
students at the University
This is a program similar to
those which have been conducted on other campuses,
and is in association with the
UJA." Stein said
The pair said Ihey hope to
educate students on Israel s
plight
through
the
campaign

THE FLORIDA Supreme

COUNTRY HOUSE
welcome

Court upheld the law.
finding that it enhanced
freedom of speech in pursuit
of free and fair elections
The Miami Herald appealed
the decision, and several
major news and civil
liberties
organizations
called the ruling a major
and unprecedented violation
of the First Amendment

In the Florida case, the
court reserved the right to
reject jurisdiction over the
appeal without reaching a
decision on the merits of the
case
The Florida dispute arose
in
1972 when state
legislative candidate Pat L
Tornillo Jr invoked the
largely ignored 1913 reply

"Self-Awareness-Values
Clarification Week," the
first week of "Awareness
Symposium 74." begins
today
A series of films will be
shown this week including
"Allen
Ginsberg
and
Lawrence Felmghetti." in
I'iout Hall at 7 p.m tonight.
The Baby Maker." at 7
p m tomorrow in Founders
Hall and at 10 p in in
Kreisher
"The Point" will be shown
at 8 p.m. tomorrow in 108
II.inn.i
Hall.
and
"Gwendolyn Brook" in
Kreisher and Founders
Thursday
evening
Discussion groups will be
held afterwards
A

SIX-HOUR

growth

group will be held Friday in
the Counseling Center, third
floor Student Services Bldg .
from 1-6 p.m. with David
Hathaway and Mel Foulds
The group is open to anyone
interested, but will be
limited to 15 persons
"Burn Witch Burn" will
be shown at 8 p.m. Saturday
in Anderson Hall. 10 p.m. in
Kodgers Hall and at
midnight in McDonald

OPIN 10-1 tOO
SUNDAYS 10-10

Rec. Sec. • Lynne McPherson

BEER - DINNERS
WINE - SANDWICHES
East of BG Bowling Green Rd.

I
I
I
I

What is "Self-AwarenessValues Clarirication Week''"
it is trying to get people to
look at themselves," said
graduate
assistant Jan

For further information call

Gale Schreiber
2-1372

line in residence halls and
meet in informal sessions
with residents

of chicken fat and schmaltz
Review by Brace Glover
It has been said that good scripts are next
to impossible to come by--especially scripts
which contain material that lends itself to
talented women
What ever happened to Maggie the Cat.
Gloria Wondrous and Violet Venablc'1 It is a
shame that we must be content with revivals
of these characters on the late show while
most of the new movies would hardly tax the
periodical talents of Haquel Welch.
"Ash Wednesday," starring F.lizabeth
Taylor, is one such film
Directed by Larry Peerce, this cinematic
sojourn for the Fountain of Youth contains a
lot of what Ponce de Leon was searching for
tepid water The plot concerns an elderly
Detroit matron (Elizabeth Taylor I whose
husband (Henry Fonda I has lost interest in
her So she jets off to Europe for a complete
face and body lift but to no avail. He still
doesn't want her
The "Body Shoppe" is an expensive salon
patronized by such luminaries as the "fifth
most famous photographer in the world."
and an Orsen Wells' look-alike
IT'S NOT enough that the audience must
listen to the inane patter of the dialogue, we
are treated to such delights as simulated skin
ripping i complete with sound I. chicken fat
being pulled from underneath the skin and
stitches yanked from eyelids

Taylor emerges from this Chamber of
Horrors looking her own age, but since
everyone in the film reacts to her as if she
were a debutante. I assume we are supposed
to believe she looks early twentyish.
Taylor carries it off well, assisted by an
Edith Head wardrobe which she just
happened to pick up in the Alps Her style is
cramped, however, by the mundane script I
mean, what is more boring than hearing
about someone else's operation0
Some good scenes exist between Taylor
and Fonda and for a brief instant you think
things will pick up It doesn't It goes right
down the drain with the chicken fat
HELMUT Berger is the young skier with
whom Taylor tries out her new face and
body He temporarily helps her believe she is
the ingenue everyone at the "farm" said she
was. but in the end she is left alone a
grandmother in a cheerleader's body
There are some beautiful shots ol
mountain scenery, some lousy attempts at
symbolism (mother and daughter separated
by a pane of glass) and a fair score by
Maurice Jarre
As Ash Wednesday is traditionally the first
day of Lent. I would suggest this film to head
the list of things to relinquish If you delight
in beautiful scenery or are in need of
information on cosmetic surgery, then "Ash
Wednesday" is for you But you might
change your mind about both after this.
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ALPHA SIGMA PHI
LITTLE SIS RUSH

Jan. 15th
7:30-9:30

Pres. - Elizabeth Monroe
'

Cor. Sec. - Joyce Foraker

I
I
I
I

All interested girls
welcome

L-.

wmmrmmttfiBiwmftBmftaj'

Pledge Trainer - Ellen Kindle

Invite us to your next party

Treas. - Clara Chokena

- WE'LL MAKE IT YOUR BEST

Social Chairman - Jeanne Harvey
Panhel Reps. • Andrea Cassesse
Sue Constable
Rush Chairman - Diane Lelii

T.O.'i — FOR JACKETSI

PLAIN JACKETS mi*** «♦»*«• *««
Fraternity & Sorority Jackets

House Chairman • Sue Goode
Alumni Chairman • Lesli Rothenberg
Activities Chairman • Kathy Palasek

T.O.'S Campus Corner
Everything for Your Everyday Needs
ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL

J

SIGMA CHI
CONGRATULATIONS TO
OUR NEW OFFICERS
CONSUL - SCOn PERZ
PRO CONSUL - DAVE SHEPERD
ANNOTATOR ■ TIM SNIDER
QUAESTOR • JIM BERNING

TABLES
CHAIRS
FOUNTAINS
PLANTS &
TREES
GLASSWARE

ASSIST. QUAESTOR • CRAIG ALLEN
SOCIAL • DAVE CHAMBERLIN
PUBLIC

RELATIONS

- BRUCE
BACHTEL

TRIBUNE - TOM MILLER
EDITOR - CHUCK KOWAL

Public Relations - Jan Bomba
Rent All Your Party Time Needs
from

Party Time Palace
DIVISION BEE GEE RENTAL

125 W. POE RD.
And Our Thanks
To The Officers of 1973
For A Fantastic Job!

week, faculty members will

Ash Wednesday' mixture

Personnel - Jo Cunningham
Royal Green, a coed service and sponsor organization for Army ROTC, cordially invites all interested
freshmen women through
first quarter junior, to participate in their winter rush information night, Tuesday,
January 15, from 6:30-9:00
p.m. in the Ohio Suite of the
Union.

Goodrich
We want to
reach individuals on a oneto-one or a one-to-five
basis," she said
Also during this first

- FAST SERVICE -

WISHES TO ANNOUNCE THEIR
NEW OFFICERS FOR 1974:

Vice Pres. - Jackie Garringer

SPECIALS DAILY

law to force publication of a
response to two Herald
editorials
opposing
his
ultimately unsuccessful
candidacy
The state trial court held
the law invalid, but the
Florida Supreme Court
overturned that ruling

CHI OMEGA

FRATERNITIES
AND
SORORITIES

Israel

Steve Dennen, junior IB.A.) (for left), and Mark Stein,
freshman (A&S) (far right), visit the Suez Canal Zone on a
Student leadership Mission. They were among the first
Americans allowed entrance into this area since Ihe Mid-east
War began in October. (UJA photo)

Films to kick off Awareness 74'

Court to consider press law
WASHINGTON lAPl
The Supreme Court agreed
yesterday
to consider
whether states may force
newspapers
to
print
editorial
replies from
political candidates
The justices will hear
arguments later this term
on the constitutionality of
Florida's right-to-reply law,
which grants candidates
access to newspapers that
assail" the candidate's
record or character

Visiting

OR CALL OUR PARTY LINE

352-4646
$MmaMxmMJ&&2£i

RITUAL • MIKE DeJOHN
HISTORIAN - MIKE COSGROVE
RUSH • RICK JACOBS
MAGISTER - TOM MAHLE
ATHLETICS - DAVE MACAULAY
SCHOLARSHIP - PETE KONTOS
HOUSE MANAGER - BILL MEYERS
"LETS HAVE A GREAT WINTER!.1
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Victim to accept jury's verdict
Columbia, confirmed thai he
was a student at the time
and that he testified Monday
but refused other comment.
James G Dawson. 28. of
Mount Vernon. Ind.. said he
was walking with William
K. Scroeder when the Lorain
student was shot fatally in
ih" back.
Ellis Burns. 24. who also
was with one of the shooting
victims, said he spent 40

CLEVELAND IAP) - A
student whose back was
shattered by a bullet when
Ohio National Guardsmen
and students clashed in 1970
said yesterday he would
accept without bitterness
whatever results from a
lederal grand jury's probe of
the incident
Another student among
the nine wounded in the May
4 conlronlation said he told
the jury he felt he was shot
intentionally
The jurors also questioned
three other students, two of
them about what took place
while
they
were
accompanying two of the
four students killed during
thellareup
Paul F«*, 21. Of British

Graduation
Planning to graduate
in March or June' Today Is the last day to
file for graduation
Application forms are
available at the Administration Bldg
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Lewis also said the jurors
"seem to be making the
most thorough investigation
that has been made so far"
and added that he would be
surprised if there were no
indictments.
HE
WAS
among
25
persons indicted by an Ohio
grand jury which investigated the incident late in
1970 He was charged with
second-degree riot, but the
indictments were dropped
later
A presidential commission
also investigated the shootings

1

positions
For more information and
application forms write to
American-European Student
Service. Box 34733. FI 9490
Vaduz.
Liechtenstein
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by Garry Trudeau
BUT W£ TKUCK&S
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I KNOW.
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OF AMERICA ANP
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Summer jobs abroad
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training
According t" AES, the
program's purpose is to give

from the troops when he was
shot in the abdomen and left

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Films about Picasso and Goya will open the University's
Artist Scries at H p in tonight in the Grand Ballroom. Union
Knlitled Museum Without Walls, the five-week series
also includes films on Uada. cubism, impressionism. Greek
art anil pie renaissance art.
Tonight s Picasso movie was photographed in 22
museums, seven galleries and II private homes Entitled
Picasso War, Peace and Love.' the movie includes a
sequence done in Picasso's studio
Goya'
features the artist's etchings, tapestries.
cathedral Irescoea and portrails Also Iilmed are pictures
from Hi'' wills nl his house These black paintings ' are a
museum ol Goya's agonies and ambiguities.
Admission to the lilms is 7S cents tor students and $1 for
adults The other films will be shown Jan 22 and 29 and Feb

|nuiit basis, include forestry
work, child care work
tfemales onlyi, (arm work,
hotel work i limited number
availablei,
construction
work and some jobs requiring more specialized

wound, said the jurors are
"doing a good job and doing
what they have to do."
"If part of that process
means there are no indictments. I will take it and
leave it as it stands.'' Kahler
added. "I'm not bitter now.
why should I be bitter
then''"
Neither he nor Lewis
would discuss details of
their appearances before the
jurors Both said the questions generally dealt with
the shootings
Lewis said he told the jury
that "as close as I was to the
guardsmen. I would find it
hard to believe that they did
not see me "
He said he was 71 feet

-T—

Art films start tonight

Ever have Ihe desire to
work
in
Ihe
lores!
ol
Germany, on construction in
Austria, on farms in Ger
many. Sweden and Denmark
or in hotels in Switzerland?
Summer jobs are available in England
France
Italy. Holland and other
countries through
tmerl
ran European Student Set
v Ice i \ES i to American
university students coming
to Europe
The jutis uttered nn a non-

minutes with the jury, but
he declined to describe his
session.
DEAN KAHLER. 23. a
junior at Kent State University and a major figure in
securing the federal grand
jury probe, and Joseph
Lewis Jr of Massillon each
said they spent about an
hour before the jury.
The jury is looking into
the incident in which four
other Kent State students
were killed when guardsmen
gunfire erupted during a
student protest of US military involvement in
Cambodia
Kahler. who spent nearly
six months in a hospital
recuperating from his
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ol Europe
IN RETURN tin l.ilim
the student will receive
room and board, plus a wage
scaled
to Ihe
European
economy
Wmking conditions will he strictly eon
trolled by Ihe labor minis
tries
ol
Ihe
countries
Involved, the AES said
In must eases. Ihe employers
have especially
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Pi

ON

CINEMA I
ENDS TONIGHT
DOUBLE FEATURE
EVE. AT 7:15

Jeremy

11

llni.i-il Arh-.l'.

EVE. AT 8:40

"ALICE'S
RESTAURANT"
RATED R

CINEMA H
ENDS TONIGHT
7:30 i 9:30
ftar»rT\vm r\tuf\ hvw.i< A S-JpL-'i.. PTI»AAI

ElizabethTaylor
'Ash Wednesday''
CLA-ZEL
. THI4IKI .

ENDS TONIGHT
8:00 P.M. ONLY

DON

IS PtM>

Tuesday. January 15. 1974
The Sociolony I'nderuraduate Interest Croup will hold
.i meetinn today al 5 30 p in in the Perry Room ol the
Union

There will be a Bowling Green Women's Tennis Team
Meeting today at 4:30 p.m. in 206 o( the Women's
Building Anyone Interested Is welcome

WHERE BEER IS SOLD

QiB

I'AMPl'SCALKNDAR

The BOSH Rink Rats will meet innuiht al 7 00 p.m. in
room 212 Hayes Hall

\J0J
'
MICKEY

rff

urn CLaSSIFIED -w

Photography enthusiasts Open photography lab lor
all interested members ol the campus community
You must supply your own photographic paper A lee
ol $ 50 will cover the cosl n( chemicals each session
Room 232 Technology Building Wednesdays 12 noon
5pm Mondays. 6-10 p m Technical assistance will
be available
Manulactunng Laboratory Shop facilities such as
woodworking, metalworking equipment, etc will be
open t» all students (or independenl work Must
provide own materials and safely glasses with side
shields Thursday. 6 p m 10 p m Saturday 9 am 3
p.m in 301 Hayes Hall.
I'he Bi;S( Karate club .ill hold a practice session
tonight trom 6-8 p m. in 201 Hayes Hall
The Herman Club will hold a meeting tonight al 7 p m
in 220 Math-Science.

The Den now interviewing part-time sale
help For info & appointment call 352-5265
Paul s Alpine Village is
now
hiring cocktail
waitresses and
bar
maids, must be 21. no
experience
necessary,
full andparltime
Petti's Alpine Village is
now hiring waiters and
waitresses, must be 21.
work II 30 10 1 30 Mon
thru Fn . one waiter or
waitress needed to work
10 30 to 5 00 Mon thru
Friday
Delivery personnel, pizza
makers wanted Apply in
person. Pagliai's Pizza
1004 S Mam
Announcer wanted at
WBGl'TV Pick up copy
for audition at TV Center
on Troupe Ave by Wed
Jan 16^

WANTED

Angel Flight will hold first parties tonight at 6 30p m
in ihe Carnation Room ol the I'mon You are welcome
without invitation.

Need 1 f couple roommale. 352-0088. no answ
353-4213

The Stock Market Club will meet tonight al 7 00 p.m
in the Pink Dogwood Suite of the Inion Mr Mark
Gulden will talk on stock options, new members are
welcome.
__^

F
needed to share
duplex with 2 girls
Phone 352-0352 after 5
pm

An advanced CALL OS Seminar intended for those
who have used CALL OS will be held January 16 Irom
10 to 11 SO am in room 220 Math-Science Building
Included will be an explanation of Ihe facilities
available
to the experienced programmer,
advantages and limitations of CALL OS. and
techniques to make mere productive and efficient use
of the CALL OS system For information call 2 2102

Wanted
Students who
often experience excessive anxiety or discomfort when expressing
positive and or negative
thoughts or feelings to
participate in a research
study
Contact Dr
Kirschner 372-2301 or 3524084 alters. 00p.m.

DER BLACK KNGKI. 119301 BW G 116 Based on a
novel by Heinrich Mann, this film shows high school
professor Rath who finds students' pictures of the
night club singer Lola He visits Lola with the
intention to reprimand her 'or corrupting juveniles
Instead, he is fascinated by her and spends the night
there His students find out about this affair and use it
against him As a result he loses his position and slays
with Lola who causes his complete ruin Director:
Josef von Sternberg. Starring: Kmi! Jannings.
Marlene Dietrich, Hans Alberi It all lakes place
tonight al 220 Math-Science Building from MO p m

RIDES
Ride wanted lo Kent
State Univ. or Youngstown Ohio Any Friday
S72-4759

Los;
1 pair of shade
gray
wire rimmed
glasses Reward offered
Call 372^888

LOST AND FOUND

Lost Blue star saphire
necklace Please call 3721534 if found

Found
Pair of wire
runt. Al Mar Lanes. 354(711.

HELP WANTED

M rmml needed Own
room Call 352-5897 after
10pm
2 grads need rmml, own
room. farm. 150. 6862185.

SERVICES OFFERED
ABORTIONS
Safe.
Indiv. care, from 8100
For appt. dial clinic
direct at .202. 785-35813650 or 12021 833-3813-3814
DC.
FAMILY
MEDICAL CENTER
INC 919-18lh St . N W
Stc 111 Washington. DC
Across from Doctor's
Hospital

Typist experienced in
tvping dissertations and
theses 353-1802

PERSONALS
Kurt ZBT knows who's
who Congrats Mom and
the Brothers
Congrats Doo-Doo and
Davey on Ihe first anniversarv of vour pick-up
Hms 304 and 306
Holly and Larry, congratulations and best of
luck on your engagement Your first floor
friends
20-40', off on slereo
equipment
Highest
quality, fully guaranteed
Stop getting ripped off on
sound equipment and
supplies Call 372-5080. if
no answer 372-2985
Clothing sale 20', off on
all
items
in stock
Worldlv Goods. 904 K
Wootter
Info sys or comp sci
majors - Interested in
joining the Key staff
Jan 15. al 7 00 p.m . 310
Student Services Bldg
Great chance to make
use of your major Soph
orjr only
Mario, you saw the light
You finally gave the owl
the boot Good work. Phi
Pelt Bros
Robin, days and nights
are lonely without you.
Come back soon
Y IT B Mark
Something
weird9
Always. Mike With lots
of love. luck, and thanks.
Spanish P S Thanks lo
your friends too'
Han Knsta and ZivkobUch. we are both so
thrilled for you Think
we'll ever get married
loo" Queerly. PEM pal
Sue and Sigma Tau Delta
Su
The AX's say thanks lo
the Kappa Sigs for a
great teal
The Sisters of AX would
like to congratulate Jen
and Dick on their engagement Best wishes for the
future

Congratulations
Sandy
and Dick on your AX-Phi
Delt engagement Your
sisters are proud of you
We have jusl published a
list of faculty members
willing
to
sponsor
independenl
study,
together with the areas
and topics of interest to
them This list, which
also includes university
courses available for
credit-by -examination,
may be obtained from
Deans offices, dormitory reception desks.
MA P office, and experimental Studies

FOR SALE
Classical guitar with
hard case, call 352-7893
Philco Ford stereo Good
condition i all 2 5665
Two aquariums 50 gal..
30 gal including fish.
Must sell as set Both
enclosed in single
wooden display case
Asking 1200
435-5058
iFostonai.
66 Dodge, in good condition and good transportation. Call 352-4048
after 10p.m.
Housetrailer for sale. 2
bdrm . across from
Offenhauer. cheap. Lot
No. 7
Air Force wool top coat.
like new 41L 358-3902
FOR RENT
now leasing

NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
Nice two bedroom apartments for four students
Big closets, carpeting
throughout.
good
location.
Apartment
buildings located at 521
East Merry and 814 Sixth
Street Phone 353-7381 for
further information.
University Village now
leasing for fall 4 man
units Call 352-0164 for
info.
Efficiency apt. available
winter & spring qtrs. 428
N Prospect 353-1935
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Thompson leads Wolf pack over Terps
By Ken Rappoporl
AP Sports Writer

Beach Stale downed San Jose State 72-57 and No 10
Providence hammered California-Irvine 75-51
In the Second Ten. No 11 Louisville turned back Drake 8782. 12th-raled Alabama bounced Mississippi 85-68. Indiana
tipped Wisconsin 52-51 in a contest of Uth-ranked teams:
15th-ranked South Carolina beat Manhattan 75-61; Seattle
University stunned No 16 Nevada-Las Vegas 82-64. No 17
Southern California took a 76-61 decision over California.
No
18 Michigan nipped Minnesota 66-65. St
Louis
University upset No 19 Memphis State 65-61 and No 20
Hawaii nudged Oklahoma City 72-70
Reserve-deep UCLA put Stanford away early with the
help of sub Marques Johnson Trailing 20-18 at one point in
the tirst hall UCLA staggered Stanford with a 15 6 scoring
spree behind Johnson and look a 3;l-26 halftime load
Johnson came oft the bench to grab four key rebounds in
that binge
The Bruins WOO it without starting center Bill Walton who
has a back injury

With David Thompson driving, the North Carolina State
basketball team went for a Sunday ride
"There was nothing you could do to stop him." said
Maryland's Tom Roy after Thompson steered the fourthranked Wolfpack to an 80-74 college basketball victory over
the third-ranked Terrapins
Before turning off his motor. Thompson scored 41 points
collected eight rebounds, made three steals and just about
drove the Terps crazy with his constant gear-shifting
The 6-foot-4 forward hit his first three jumpers-and he
was away
I knew I was going to have a good game after hitting
those jump shots." said Thompson, who made 14 of his 20
shots from the floor with a variety of crowd-pleasing moves
We wanted him to shoot from the outside." said
Maryland Coach Lefty Dnesell. and he made the outside
shot
IN COLLEGE basketball action Saturday No I UCLA
cruised to its 87th straight victory with a 66-52 decision over
Stanford. No 2 Notre Dame blasted Xavier of Ohio 87-44.
North Carolina State beat Clemson %-68. Iiflh-ranked North
Carolina trimmed Virginia 87 75. Louisiana State upset No
6 Vanderbilt 84-81. No 7 Marquette defeated Del'aul 63-59;
Arizona State upset No 8 New Mexico 80-68. No !i Long

Dolphins may become legend'
HOUSTON IAPI

Not

often in a man s lifetime
does an athlete, or a team,
come along with the mark of

true greatness
We
are
a
nation
oi
idolaters We make t in gods
of our sports heroes We
elevate
them
lo
high
pedestals and watch Ihem
crumble to the dust of mere
mortality
Sometimes they arc giants
today and forgotten has
beens tomorrow
BIT THE Miami Dolphins
pro
lootball
learn,
now
Super Bowl champion two
years in a row is beginning
lo lake Ihe shine ot possible
Immortality
11 may be in Ihe mist ol
writing new spoils legends
a! which its overwhelming
24-7 victory over the Minnesota Vikings in Super Bowl
VIII here Sundav may be a

long remembered chapter
Is this reallj ,i icon lo i>c
compared with the relent
less, unstoppable machines
oi the late \ Ince Lombard!
,it Green Bay in the 1960s
Will ii ultimately lake us
place beside such unforgettable dynasties as IlkNew York Yankees baseball

team, the Montreal
Canadian hockey forces
Notre Dame under the greal
Knute
Rockne
and
the
p r e s e nI
day
UCLA
basketball team ■

its propci perspective He
can laugh about his own
there

hue

Lady cagers triumph
in home encounters
Both women I basketball
teams opened then seasons
at home lasl Saturday with
convincing victories
The "A" team shot 48 per
cent from Ihe Hoot as they
blasted Wayne State 77-26
Scoring was distributed
equally as every member ol
Ihe Bowling Green squad goi
into the scoring column
Linda Hardy led all Falcon
"A"
scorers
with
13
markers while Kate Koestet
and Christy Long chipped in

been some- and he can shake
oil
disappointments
He
stays loose He maintains a
good esprit do corps 4.UO,
he has the hoi tes
LARRY CSONKA is an
amating
ball carrier,
u
saloon bouncer s son who
looks like a bull and runs
like a race horse l-'or sheet
iimning powei. pro football
is h.nd pressed lo nnd an
equal

with
12 and
11
points
respectively
The ladies' "B" team
bombed Lorain County Community College, 75-41, in ihe
second home contest
BG
had lour girls scoring in
double figures led b) Pat
Hull who had 21 points
Both point totals were
records fOl Falcon women S

teams
The "A and B squads
will travel to Ohio Stale this
Saturday for their
next
encounters

He is balanced by outside
runner
Mercurj
Morris,
well-named, and Jim Km-k
,ind
an astute,
talented
quarterback
Hob Qriese
\nd
the
Miami
line)
offensive and defensive -are
lug and Strong enough to
move Hue Stadium
It's a team with a superb
attitude and endless skills
Who pra) tell, is ever going
lo licit them '

By Dick Reel
Stall Writer
It
takes
strong
pel
tormanoes in Imlh the swim
iiimg and diving events to
win a swimming meel
Unfortunately
for
Ihe
Howling Green swimming
team, diving has always
been a weak spot and it
proved to IK- Ihe team S
downfall lasl Saturday as it
lost its second meet iii the
season lo Ohio University

59-54
The swimmers did a
good enough job to win."
said BG coach Tom Stubbs
Bui the meet w.is decided
in Ihe diving area and we
lost u there Thedivers gave
their best, though
The Falcons owned a live
point advantage over Ol in
the swimming events, but
were outsciiied by 10 points
in dning competition
Sophomore Dave Hyiand
turned in an outstanding pel

I,II in.nice b)
winning the
500 yard Ireestyle in 5 07 f>
and also h\ copping the
I IMKI yard freestyle with a
10 3D '.i clocking
Ryland also placed second
in the 200-yard butterfly
with ,i nine ol i 06 8 Stubbs
was
very
pleased
With
Ryland s pel lormance and
also
complimented
Hill
Wittenmyei
\ time oi 2 23 4 enabled
Wittenmyer lo capture Ihe
200-yard breaststroke, and
he also swam well in the 4iki
yard relay
Senioi co captain Joe Klc
bowski garnered his 14th
straight victory in Ihe 50
yard freestyle with a limeol
21 :i but he laded io win the
100 yard Ireestyle
Oui
freshmen
came
through
With
good
showings, said Stubbs

We V€ got good divers,
hill we could gel some more
talented ones il we had a
better place in which to

Havlicek will lead East squad
in tonight's NBA All-Star tilt
B\ Berl ltiiscnih.il
AP spin IN Writer
SEATTLE I API
John
Havlicek.
Ihe
newest
member ol the National
Basketball
Association s
20.000-point club was expected to be one ol the ringleaders of a fired-up East
learn lhal will face Ihe
favored West in tonight's
NBA
All-Star
Game,
scheduled
to
be played
following
an
expansion
announcement
by
the
league
Havlicek.
the
leading
scorer in Boston Celtics
history, reached the milestone
lasl
Friday
nighl
during a 111-103 loss lo the
Los Angeles Lakers.
Asked if he ever thought of
scoring 20.000 points early in
his career, ihe 33-year-old
Havlick
said:
T never
thought 1 would play 12
years I felt I would playabout 10 years and then call
it a career However, the
average longevity in the
league has gotten longer
because of expansion. "
When Havlicek began his
NBA career in the 1962-63
season, there were only nine
teams in the league. Now.
there are 17. and Commissioner Walter Kennedy
indicated Sunday night that
an 18th team probably would
be added for the 1974-75
season.
The commissioner did not
specify which cily was the

Miami downs wrestlers

leading candidate lor the
nexl franchise But New Or
leans. Toronto and the Twin
lilies
ol
Minneapolis-St
Paul have been mentioned
as possibilities
Kennedy said that the
league's owners would establish Ihe price for a
I ranchise-expected to be
close to $6 million-and
whether to expand next
season or later, at a meeting
Tuesday prior lo Ihe game
Following the owners' announcement. 12 man teams
from the Eastern and Wes-

Bowling Green'8 season
long weakness in the lower
weight classes was apparent
List weekend as the Falcon
matmen dropped a 22-17
decision
to
Miami
at
Vnderson Arena
Redskin grapplers won the
first lour matches and built
up a 16 0 u-ad before BG'a
Steve Taylor posted a M
victory .it ISO lbs Bowling
Ureen won three oi the next
lout matches, but heavy
weight John JacqUOl toughl
to a :i :i tie A pin by .lacquot
would
have
given
Ihe
Falcons a 21 10 win
The
victory
was
the
seventh Straight for the
undefeated Redskins who
are rapidly becoming "ihe
Big lied Machine" ol ihe
Mui Vmerican
Conference
I MAO wrestling
The
loss.
H(i s
thud

straight
in
MAC competition,
dropped
their
overall mark lo 3-5 The
Falcons
host
Marshall
University Thursday and
Toledo Saturday
"We could
win
both
meets.''
coach
Bruce
Bellard
said.
"Our
improved, and our extra
conditioning paid off "

DAVE

WOLFE,

the

winmngest wrestler in BG
history, lieu a record when
he pinned Jeff Kelly at 190
lbs The pin, Wolfe's third of
the season, tied the BG
career mark of 16 set by
Dennis Palmer in 1966
Wolfe is 6-1 on the season
and owns a career record of
36-6-3
Wolfe's
pin
shaved
Miami's lead to 20-15 and
placed the outcome of the
meet
in
the hands of
.lacquot.

tern Conferences will meet
in Ihe Seattle Center Coliseum before a sellout crowd
of 14.360 and a national television audience in the 24th
All-Star Game
The East, leading Ihe
series 15-8 including a 104-84
victory last year al Chicago,
is expected to be the underdog against the taller West,
featuring
7'2"
Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar ol Milwaukee,
and Bob Lamer of Detroit
and
Nate
Thurmond of
Golden State, each 611".

But Havlicek. Ihe spark-

level diving

Joining Cowens and the
6'5' Havlicek in Ihe East's
starting line-up will be 6'5
forward Lou Hudson of
Atlanta. 6'5" guard Pete
Maravich of Atlanta and
6'4" guard Walt Frazier of
New York

BOOZE

The swimmers will try lo
even their record when Ihey
travel lo Ashland tomorrow
,il 4 p in The Falcons have
another Important meet at 7
P in i-'i iday when they meel
Notre Dame II South Bend.
I nd
I think we might have Ihe
edge over Ashland bill Ihe
Notre Dame meet should be
a close one." remarked
Stubbs

m^v ■

OPEN RUSH
TONITE

"1 told you belore the
season started that we'd be
strong in the middle weighls

Sigma Phi Epsilon
featuring

Phi Mu Washboard Band
(at QU£ house,
next to the Amani!)
We want to buy back a book —
If anyone has this book:

Sheltered Workshops — A Handbook
Published by National Assoc.
of Sheltered Workshops
and Homebound Programs
(NASWHP)
pleas§ contact

MEN AND
LITTLE SIS'S

354-2254

7:30-9:30

Mug Shot
Big Mouth from
Mickey's Malt Liquor

PAGLIAIS PIZZA:

]

8-BALL BILLIARDS
DOUBLES LEAGUE
PLAY STARTS WED.. JAN. 23 • 7:00 P.M.

- FEATURING Char Broiled Sleaks and
Chops
Full Course Family Dlanrr
12 VARIETIES
HANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open TIKS thru Sal. 7:30-8
Sundays 7:30-7:00

412 EAST W00STER
BANQUET ROOM

^2 3^
1 *I00N SPECIALS DAILY
4V ^^

Due to the energy crisis, j
there is a 15$ delivery j
charge instead of raising all s
our prices.

Tuesday • Doug Fiely •

n
^rtw

No invitations will br .*ni since our sign up list was
; stolon at th« parly Sat. nit*. Com* and ro-sign up s*» wo
! can contact you.

Fine Tunes

Thursday • The Muskadine
Blues Band

stay unbeaten

Miami jumped to its early
lead as MAC champ Bob
I) alt on
pinned
Tim
Carnahan in 56 seconds, and
undefeated Paul Schonauer
whipped Bill Frazier. 12-2
Hi: ■ Tom O'Neal lost a 2-1
squeaker to Tom I'lrich at
134 lbs . and Miami's Mike
Salupo slopped Tom Hall. 74. at 142 lbs

WOOD LANE INDUSTRIES

LIVE MUSIC - 7 NITES A WEEK

Wednesday • Spring Fever <

Three
Falcons
in the
middle
weight
classes
posted wins to remain undo
lo.iicd Taylor's victory at
150 lbs left him with a 3-0
record while Dennis O'Neil
gained an 11*3 decision at 158
lbs to bring his mark to 7-0.
best on the team
Junior
Mike
Melting
picked up his hi Hi straight
triumph. .1-2. at 167 lbs. to

and weak in the beginning."
ltrII.iHI said "We need lo
lind a consistent winner in
the
first
three
weight
classes Of course. Miami's
strength lies in their lower
weights, but that 16-0 lead
still surprised me Miami
should never have had either
the pin lat 118 lbs. • or the
superior decision iat 126
lbs i

FOR ALL INTERESTED

plug ol Boston's Atlantic
Division leaders, and his
teammate.
6'9
Dave
Cowens-the
tallest
Fast
starter-are expected to tryto counter the West's height
with a fellies-style fast
break

HOWARD *S
COLD BEER

dive
said
Stubbs
reflecting upon the loss to
die Bobcats
Kvci
since
I
e.ni
remember,
our
diving
program has been weak.
mainly because we can't
offer good high school divers
adequate diving facilities
The iu; Natatorium is
only nine leel deep, a depth
that is too shallow tin top-

"1 was too cautious." said
.lacquot. who is nursing torn
shoulder muscles "1 knew I
had to pin him, and I kept
looking
for
the
right
situation,
but
it
never
came "

Rush Tonite
7x30 to 9:30

Swimmers lose to OU

THEY arc blessed with a
coach oi the raresl qualities
Don Shula can i»' tough Bui
he also can be human His
players
recognise
and
appreciate thai
Shula is a pleasant, articu
late man He sees football in

failures -and

NOTRE DAME luned up for its big meeting with I'CLA by
crushing Xavier of Ohio behind John Shumate's 19 points
and a crushing defense
North Carolina State tuned up lor Sunday's victory over
Maryland by beating Clemson Saturday behind Monty
Time's 19 points
Norlh Carolina fought olf a Virginia rally to beat the

By Jerry Masek
"UCLA played real hard because they wanted to prove
thai they could do u without Walton
said Stanford coach
Howie Dallmar
All the Bruins played well, and there is no
way to compare this UCLA icon with the rest especially
when Walton isn't playing
Walton's back injury suffered in a game lasl week
against Paciiic 8 Conference rival Washington State, may
bo severe enough |o keep him out ol next Saturday's

Cavaliers When Virginia came within three points with 1 45
remaining, the Tar Heels secured the victory with two free
throws by Walter Davis, a basket by Darrell Elston and a
three-point play by Mitch Kupchak
Glenn Hansen fired in 23 points and led a second-half rally
in
Louisiana
State's
fight-punctuated victory over
previously undefeated Vanderbilt
The fight started with I 08 left when Vanderbilt captain
Janvan Breda Kolff and LSU's Wade Evans traded punches
Both benches emptied and security guards rushed into the
middle of it while a hostile crowd hurled debris onto the
court

important game with Notre Dame A I'CLA spokesman says
Walton's back bruise is healing, but he still may not be well
enough to make a two-game trip to the Midwest this week
against Iowa and the Fighting Irish

mm

ANY INTERESTED
CAMPUS ORGANIZATION
WHICH HAS NOT
RECEIVED A CONTRACT
FOR THEIR YEARBOOK
PICTURE SHOULD CALL

THE KEY OFFICE

TWO-PERSON TEAMS • 7 WEEKS
SIGN UP AT UAO OFFICE
$3.50/TEAM

$1.75/PERSON

372-0086

New-look cagers nip Redskins, 70-68
By Krnnv White
Sports Editor
OXFORD-And.
just
maybe. 1974 will prove to be
the Year of the Falcon
The Orange Gang, which
went through the '73 portion
of its schedule by distinguishing itself because of
its consistent inconsistency,
gave a stunning hoop exhibition here last Saturday
The Falcon cagers looked
like the best MAC team
The
Falcons'
thrilling
comeback 70-68 matinee win

over
the pesky
Miami
Redskins in Milletl Hall was
their initial conference win
It was also their best hoop
effort this year without a
doubt
Perhaps the most overlooked aspect to come out of
the win was the new-look
Falcons change of style on
the court It was a group ol
cagers who certainly did not
look like the team which had
losl three straight games
COACH Pat Haley saw his
Cardiac Kids perform with

signs of brilliance after
turning his team's practice
sessions from a basketball
spa to a concentration camp
last
Thursday
afternoon
alter a loss to St Joe on the
road
It was a sign of those old
ion and gun days last year
when the Falcons posted a
13-13 season record
The
hoopsters manipulated their
ollense. the big men finally
pounded the boards and the
Falcons defense would have
even brought a cheer from
F I.ee Bailev

Probably
the
happiest
eager to benefit from the
change of scene was junior
guard Jeff Montgomery who
played perhaps his best
collegiate
game
while
wearing the Falcon doubleknits
MONK
WAS the real
culprit in front of the 5.084
spectators as he fired 20
times from the field and
connected on 10 and hit four
of five from the charity
stripe lor a season high 24
points
He also held the

The BG NeW
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ByJackO'Breu
Executive Sports Editor
OXFORD He was craft) and cunning .is h<- scampered
and scored Jell Montgomery was up to his old lucks again
• I played today like I played three and four years ago
Monk said
We losl three games in a row and somebody
had to change Haley did so I decided to. too
I just wenl out and played anil hail a good tune I didn't
worry about selling up ollenses
he added
II we had lo
run I was going lo inn Before I didn't run lull walked the
ball down the com I Today I decided I was going lo run II
Dial s what it lakes lor us lo win I'll play thai way
What Montgomery did was step up Ihe pace ol the
Falcons offensive attack Before Ihe Miami game Bowling
Green was running a slow and deliberate offense Against
the Redskins, the Falcons used ,i more tree wheeling
of tensive attack

"WE WERE shooting a lousy percentage Teams were
watching for us in go inside We tried to force it (the bull■
inside when we cooldn I That s the way our offense was set
up
hi' said
That's what Haley wanted and 1 wanted to
play so I did it Haley wanted us lo run Ihe ollense He
11owned upon me driving to the basket He really didn't like

during la»t Saturday* gam* at Millott Hall in

Haley wanted me lo lake ihe ball down the com i and run
through the offense I played thai way and did the bcsl I
could bin ii -ihe offensive set up1 wasn'l working
Monk
said

MONTGOMERY gave a
stellar
performance
of
defense as he put the clamps
on Lumpkin who hit his first
five
attempts
The
Redskin's
ace
promptly
committed three personals
and found himself viewing
the action Irom the pine late
in the first period
Lumpkin logged only 23
minutes of floor time as he
was called for a charging
violation early in the second
period When he returned
late in the game, the best he
could lallv was one bucket

However. Monk wanted to win so bad that he decided to
gamble and drive to Ihe bucket against the Hedskins He
scored ins fourth held goal oi the afternoon on a driving lay
up mid way through the In st halt
I dinve because I had the open shot and wanted to gel
Lumpkin I Phill OUl Ol there 1 wanted to get some louls on
him and us In Ihe It'cc throw line. Monk explained
Once
you do something in basketball you keep doing it until
someone stnps you Nobody slopped me
Ihe six lool junior guard Mom Miamisburg scored a
game high 24 points hitting 10 ot 20 shots from the tree

Todaj s win was Ihe iH'St thing that has happened to us
tins year
Monk said
I know a lew learns are going to be
in trouble when they play us

"Phil is an extremely great
offensive
player."
Monk
said "1 didn't want him to
get those 14 but he is almost
impossible to stop."
The Falcons, who handed
the Redskins their seventh
defeat, equalized the contest
at 54 all on a Montgomery
lay-up with 13 15 left in the
second stanza
Jack Wissman gave the
Falcons a one-point lead i62611 when he pumped in a 25foot howitzer
MIAMI
threatened
lo
overtake the Falcons but
came up empty handed
when Cornelius Cash peeled
off
Gary
Dees'
missed
hookshot and fed it to Montgomery.
Montgomery
was
then
fouled by Rich Hampton
while attempting a lay-up
With eight seconds left,
Montgomery converted one
free throw, securing the win
and snapping the Falcons
three game losing streak
Cash, who showed signs of
breaking out of his slump,
scored 16 points and hauled
down
16 rebounds
Skip
Howard and Brian Scanlan
tallied five apiece while
Wissman chipped in eight
for the Falcons who are 1-1
in league playDave Elmer had 15 tor the
losers whose league record
dipped to0-2

Ticket information

n

throw line

to (top a jump shot by Miami'* Phil lumpkin

"That's the old me,"
deadpanned Monk in the exhuberant Falcon lockerroom
while referring to his 20
shots and his assortment of
patented drives against the
slumping Redskins
During the first 10 ball
games
the
Falcons'
potentially talented guard
had his duties regulated to
that of playmaker-the guy
who gets the big men the
ball along
with playing
defense He was averaging
around 10 shots a contest
If that's what it takes to
win. then that's what I'll
have to do." Montgomery
added after experiencing 10
games of frustration while
trying to direct the Falcon's
big guns
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'Monk' up to old tricks;
hits game high 24 points

Falcon guard Jeff Montgomery ( No 22) attempt*

dangerous Phil Lumpkin to
14 markers after 39 minutes
of action.

Tickets for
tomorrow
night's
basketball
game
against Central Michigan
and Saturday night s game
with Kent State are on sale
in the Memorial Hall ticket
oil ice
Reserved seats are $2 50
each and general admission
tickets are (2 lor adults and
$1 for students and children
Students holding basketball
11) cards will be admitted to
both games by showing their
ID'S at the gate.
Tipoff
time
for
both
varsity games will be 7 30

p m
at Anderson Arena
The preliminary JV contest
will begin at 5 30 p.m.
A
student
ID
ticket
exchange is in progress for
the Bowling Green-Colgate
hockey game Friday night at
the Ice Arena
General admission tickets
a\ »2 for adults and SI for
students and children will be
on sale tomorrow morning
in Memorial Hall Reserved
seat tickets are 12 50 each
Faceoff time is 7 30 p.m
with gates opening at 6 30
p in

Oxford. Monk scored a game-high 24 point* while
lumpkin had 14. (New*photo by Jack O'Brexa)

Luckett ignites
Bobcat victory
B> Dick Reel
Staff Writer
vi'HENS It
was
like
young boys playing with
matches A (ire started and
the boys couldn't hall it
I'm1 tin' was extinguished,
but another surfaced last
Saturday as Ohio I niveraity
rolled past Toledo, 82-72 In
.in Important Mid-American
Conference < MAC I clash
The Rockets, red hoi and
riding inch on a nine game
winning streak. gol tln-u
tire doused by a tighl and
aggressive Bobcat defense
However
the
9,097
Convocation Center patrons
were more enthralled with
the 28-pmni performance by
the
Bobcats'
Waller
l.uekett
Luckett.
the
MAC'S
leading scorer, came out
shooting, but in his own
words "was shaky and cold
in the first half "
He
only ' registered 12
tirst-haii points However
between halves
someone
must have ignited his match
because the sophomore was
all but unstoppable in the
final 20 minutes ot action
"I HAD a real hot second
hall.
said
l.uekett
in
somewhat ol the under
statement ol the day
The 64 backcourt Hash
connected on his last eight
field
goal
attempts,
including
tout
straight
buckets that put the llobcats
ahead by 20 with 14 29 left to
play
A magniticent driving layup by Luckett that sent the
crowd into ecstasy with 4 18
left was the finishing touch
of a torrid 14 for 21 shooting
exhibition
"He's a great player."
said Toledo coach
Bob
Nichols after the game. "I
thought ijim> Kindle did a
good job on him. though
Kindle, assigned to guard
Luckett. gave away four

inches
to
the
former
Bridgepoi t Conn prep Slat
hut that didn t stop him
from giving his best
In addition to playing a
hustling defensive game.
Kindle
I unshed
as
the
Rockets top scorer with 17
points
"KINDLE played me as
lough as anyone lias this
1
si a son
commented
l.uekett
He s definitely the best
offensive
guard
in
the
conference
said Toledo
sophomore Larry Cole of
Lucketl
We played good
defense, but he was just too
hot

Overtimes highlight BG-OSU split
K> Mark Glover
Assistant Sports Editor
An inliii laled Ron Mason
paced back and forth in the
silent
lockerroom
last
Saturday night too mad to
speak lo anyone
The Falcon hockey mcnlni
had good reason lo lie upsel
as he saw a possible sweep
Ol rival Ohm State snatched
out ol his hands
It was a definite contrasl
lo Friday night's locker
room which was a scene ol
pandemonium after Bowling

Green won a 4 3 ovei nine
decision
Frldu) nighl was high
lighted with aggressive and
wide open play with ihe
absence ol penalties thai
isually accompany thcOSl'
BG series
REFEREE Sam Sisc n .mil
linesman
Dale
Jones
established early in the
initial
confrontation that
they
were not going lo
tolerate any rough stufl
The situation produced an
exciting, hard lought battle

and resulted in a 3 3 stale
in.Me
at
the
end
ol
regulation play Ithe Falcon
goals
scored
by
John
Slew,II I. Doug Ross and
Jack Latnei
With
3.317
patrons
screaming, the puck was
dropped for the beginning ol
i sudden death playofl
What coach Mason later
called the key play ol the
game nccuied when Kevin
Mac-Donald
blocked
a
Buckeye shot in the Falcon
/one and got the puck down
the ice to Bob Dobek

Dubt'k slapped a shot off
the stick of OSC goalie Dan
Sieiginu and Mike Bartley
came Hying in to put in the
rebound The lans almost
tore the roof off the Ice
Arena
COACH MASON sat in the
middle ol the joyous locker
room
and
was
indeed
pleased
The
first-year
mentor praised the work of
Bob Schlitts i moved up to
Hie offensive line last week i
and Al Sarachman who
played a good game in the

3. at 18 58 of the period and
fans started lo leave
Exiting
patrons
were
halfway out the exits when
Doug Ross scored for BG
with a scant 27 seconds left
to send the contest into

fuming

overtime
With the crowd screaming
loudly for another overtime
victory. BG tried to connect
on a goal, but the Buckeye
defense was stubborn

Saturday night began as a
carbon copy of the previous
evening
It was another
packed house at the Ice
Arena and the play was
again open and aggressive
Shortly
afterward.
Ihe
similarities ended and the
men in the striped shirts
began to play a role that
would become very familiar
for the rest ot the night
Referee Ron Hicke and
linesman Jones called a
total of 32 minutes in
penalties
lor
the
first
period

l.uekett wasn t the only
Bobcat who played well
Teammates
Bill
Blown
(iciii ge Green and Dave Ball
all shot SO per cent or better
to end with 12 points each
Green, along with Denny
Rusch
was
Ohio's
top
reboundet with nine
Brown put the clamps on
Rocket star Mike I'arkei hy
limiting the snapshooting
forward to just tour shots in
the first halt
I tried to play him head
up and deny him the ball
said Brown
I didn'l want
him to get on one ot his hot
streaks
Parker
only
had
two
points at intermission and
finished with 13 overall, but
most ot them came alter
l.uekett put the game away
with his eight-point Hurry
"WE PLAYED a heck of a
game.' said Ol' coach Jim
Snyder
It was our best
defensive
ettort
of
the
-eason "
Nichols,
who saw
his
club s winning streak come
to an abrupt halt. said.
"They IOI'I shot well and
rebounded well, and they got
the second and third shots
which we weren't getting in
the first half."

net to pick up the win
At
that
moment
last
Friday night with (he team
riding so high, it would have
been hard to predict that 24
hours later the team would
be stunned and the coach

In the attempt lo discipline the players,
the
action
of
the
officials
seemed to have an adverse
affect Fights were frequent
and the penalty boxes were
filled to capacity most of the
night

The end came for the
Falcons when Pankiw put in
the winning goal at 7 40
which
left
the
patrons
stunned at the 5-4 loss and
led to Mason's anger in the
lockerroom
MASON felt the game
never should have gone into
overtime
"Our defense just got
tired." said the frustrated
coach "I thought they lOhio
State i played better than we
did
most
of
the
time
cSaturday i
As
for
the overtime.
Mason felt that BG had the
better scoring chances, but
the shots did not go through
for the team

THE SCCFFLING did nol
appear to effect BG as the
Falcons led at the end of the
first period by a 2-0 count
(two goals by John Stewart
accounting for the total >.
The second period was
marked by more squaring
off and hot tempers Ohio
State scored two goals while
Bartley scored for BG to
make the BG lead 3-2.
The trip to the lockerroom
at
intermission
was
interrupted
by
another
scuffle.

Ohio State's Doug Boyd cups hit head between hit arm* after hit team was

Agony

defeated in overtime by the Falcon* Mike hartley » .udden-deoth goal at 7:02
in the overtime gave the Falcon* a 4-3 win ovoc the Buckeye* latt Friday night.
(Mewtphoto by Joe Darwal)

The two teams battled for
most of the third period with
no
scoring.
Then
it
happened
Ray
Meyers
scored for the Bucks at 16:10
of the period.
Steve Pankiw scored to
put the OSU squad on top. 4-

Mason and Buckeye coach
Gerry Walford agreed that
the officiating was quile
poor and it let the game get
out of hand
A dejected Falcon coach
said that "it may take two
or three days to recover
from a loss like this."
The skaters, now 9-13 on
the year, will try to make
that recovery Friday at
home against Colgate.

IAA notes
Entries are due at 5 p.m
today for the IM basketball,
bowling
and
handball.
Entries are available from
fraternity,
resident
hall
athletic chairmen and the
IM office. 201 Memorial
Hall Play will begin in all
three sports Monday. Jan
21.

